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bility

interesting passage in Harriet Martineau's

Retrospect of Western Travel is one in which she describes the three eminent senators, Clay, Webster and

when

Calhoun,

as

were

the prime of their celebrity and power.

in

heard them

they appeared to her
in the senate

in

1S36,

She

and spent many evenings with

in the

and deliberate tone, on some leading
What surprised her was
subject of American politics.
an hour

in his soft

the moderation of his judgments of

knowing well what an impetuous

men and

things,

he had derived

spirit

from nature and circumstances.

She describes Webster,

too, not

merely as the giant

by what you say or

with what
* * *
again.
of his will.

me

gave

I

is
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twists

Relaxation

is

into a suita-

it

no longer

who

never saw anyone

in the

we have

man

to

we now give familiarly the name of crank,
who has become unteachable, or, as the lady
I

which

the

man

says, has

power of communicating with other minds.

the

This,

power

so completely

the idea of possession"

an excellent description of that type of

lost

cts.

head, and begins to lecture

his

in

1

In these few words of Miss Martineau's

they

most intimate and familiar converse. She
speaks of Henry Clay sitting upright on the sofa, with
his snuff-box always in his hand, discoursing for many

them

14, 1887.

Basis.

should say,

man who

is

the special characteristic of the

He

harps upon one idea.

never views

the light of other minds; he never sees

in

it

its

it

by

relation

to other ideas.

—

That was a great touch of Miss Martineau " he
had lost the power of communicating with other minds"
and it describes many of our too positive brethren of

—

Many

them

man

debater of the senate, hut also as the delightful com-

to-day.

panion, leaning back at his ease, telling stories, cracking

than Calhoun, because they

jokes, shaking the sofa with burst after burst of laugh-

through an honest and overwhelming compassion for

occasionally rising into serious discourse, to the per-

the human lot.
very large number of people are in
danger of getting cranky from this cause; not that men

ter,

fect

felicity

of

intelligent

The

hearers.

picture she

draws of these two famous men gives us the idea of
sanity and cheerfulness; of men with great powers em-

of

are of a far nobler type of
lost a

portion of their sanity

A

are

more unhappy now than formerly, but because we

ambition, but possessing also a genuine and over-master-

have become more susceptible to their unhappiness.
We are less able than we once were to sit down content
with a fortunate destiny, while there is miser}' close by.

ing public

France had never been

ployed

in high,

congenial tasks; not indeed devoid of

spirit.

Her account
speaks of him as

of

Calhoun

is

She

sadly different.

the cast-iron man,

who

looked as

if

he

had never been born and could never be extinguished;
of close, rapid, theoietical, illustrated talk, which

full

kept the understanding of the hearer on a painful stretch,
but

left

it

unenlightened and unconvinced.

He

had but

1789,

when

honestly tries to relieve
vice,

because even

are instructive.

rowed

which he

dimensions of South Carolina, and forced

to include as integral parts

was

interesting to

Slavery and Nullification.

hear him, because

all

It

that he said

gave evidence of intellectual power, but the final imupon the stranger's mind was one of abso-

pression left
lute

the captain;

On
cranky

men and harangues by

heart,

the fireside as in the senate; he

wrought like a piece of machinery, set going vehemently by a weight, and stops while you answer; he

is

in

if

At

he

it,

ever quite

fails

to

be of ser-

wrong ways, his errors
he may call attention to evils

tries in

least,

himself powerless to remedy, as the mid-

woman who

sees a rock ahead while

helmsman nods at his post, may save the ship. The
shriek is heard; it wakes the man at the wheel; it calls

power

lost all

bad than

She had become

the

of commu7iicating with any other. I know of no man
who lives in such utter intellectual solitude. He meets

"His mind," she remarks, "has long

is

night shriek of a

away from

melancholy.

less

aware of her unhappiness, and the discovery drove her
mad.
Probably no man who, touched by human sorrow,

one subject of discourse, a theory of government narto the

in a condition

the revolution broke out.

it

alarms the crew; and the vessel sheers

the rock-bound cape in time.

the other hand, no one
in his

opinions than one

over the sorrows of mankind.

is

more

who

A

likely

broods too

person

to

get

much

of tender

young, unused to the sight of suffering, little
acquainted with the past history of our race its slowr

—

and hard struggle from want almost universal

to plenty
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almost universal

— may

may

many

the age of twenty, during a year's residence in

the people of Great Britain cheap food, and thus reduced

be pardoned for alluding

me

enable!

many

explain

to

Perhaps

my own

to

which suggested

the recollection of

1

experience,

this subject,

wild theories

and has

and

one-sided men.

At

He was

a crank, made such by egoknowledge. Two other men of
healthy minds and generous hearts, Richard Cobden
and John Bright, took off their coats, as Mr. Parnell
expresses it, and worked with all their might for six

very easily get astray, and give

passionate credence to fallacious theories.

England,

was taken

I

one of those vast poor-

to visit

inadequacy.
tism

and imperfect

years

in

pauperism

houses, then called Unions, in

which the paupers of several parishes, sometimes thousands in number, were, for
the sake of economy, maintained together.
It was an
appalling spectacle to one

who

had never before seen

destitution except as an obvious result of vice or

sudden

getting the

"The

economy.

He was
instructed

merely, but

rant

not of alien race, but natives of that

trom crankiness.

soil,

not vicious, not

some

of

them having

What

and refinement.

and shamed me most
unhappy people paid to the
we entered the wash-house, for exam-

was the deference

When

visitors.

where

ple,

a striking aspect of purity

startled

these

hundred clean, orderly, and nice-looking
in blue, were ranged along on both
bobbing up and down over their tubs, they all

women,
sides

all

But into whatever other room we entered, this
uniform double curtsey was repeated; as if it was not
we who should bow low to them, and humbly apologize
pity.

thc?n

plenty.

for

At

completely.

our

insolence

in

enjoying

freedom

and

saw something.which broke me down
was an interview between a mother and

last, I
It

her son, a boy of fourteen,

who

had been allowed by

the officers of the poor-house to join the drum-corps of
a regiment of infantry under orders for India.
She had

been told of it, and she was trying to understand it;
trying to grasp the idea that her boy, the only solace
just

to her,

left

never

was about

to return

march from

while she lived.

her awful silence and
able desolation,

to

were

stillness,

far

Her

her

native parish,

his

grief,

her despair,

and irremedi-

infinite

beyond words

to

describe.

have never been so near insanity as I was during the
rest of that day, ami I did not quite recover my serenity
until I had got out of the country.
I am conscious that
I
had a narrow escape, if I did escape, from being a
I

labor crank.

and

may

Such

a

scene gets the understanding under,

Cobden
removed

economy, the perfect
Horace Greeley
the Tribune forty years ago.

of political

was Fourier,
in

whom

in

of a firm

engaged

a large quantity

food

in

in

importing provisions.

They

of rice on hand, a leading article

Southern France.

In order to maintain the

commodity, his firm kept a cargo so long
during the hot weeks of the summer that it was spoiled,
and young Fourier was sent on board of the vessel to
superintend its destruction by the crew.
The rice, I
believe, was thrown overboard.
This clerk was a young man; he was benevolent,
and at this time he was filled with compassion for the
sufferings of the poor in Marseilles, whom this rice
would have relieved, and, particularly, the sick in the
hospitals, for many of whom in the climate of the Mediterranean, rice is the only food and the best medicine.
The destruction of the rice, which seemed to him so
wantonly cruel, rankled in his mind, and appears to have
destroyed his power to communicate beneficially with
price of this

other minds.
sive

Instead, therefore, of

making an exten-

and modest study of the vast and complicated sys-

tem by which the human race
necessaries of

life,

is

supplied with the

he retired within himself, went apart

from men and business, and came rapidly to the conclusion, so congenial to cranks, that whatever is, is wrong.
He developed what we call Fourierism, or, as he termed
his type of reformer, "a system
it with the modesty of
which will deliver the human race from civilized chaos."

Who

has written more eloquently of the evils of the

world and the sufferings of mankind?
He described
commerce as the art of buying for three francs a thing

Tlie very same spectacle, which could then be seen
every county of England and Scotland, caused Car-

worth six, and selling for six francs a thing worth three.
But the world has gone its way, and whatever improvement has been made in the lot of mortals since Fourier's
time has been wrought by men not perhaps more benevolent than he, but more modest, better informed, men

lyle to write a

harrowing book on the
Past and Present, in which he painted the

fic

infinitely

from thinking bene-

easily disqualify a person

ficially.

in

man,

In the year 1799, during a period of scarcity in France,
he was a merchant's clerk at Marseilles, in the employ-

had

but low curtsies,

class,

introduced to our notice

ment

and then resumed their work.
This was too horrible. I felt myself blushing scarlet,
and hurried out of the room in an agony of shame and

to

The eminent crank
type of the

dressed

made two quick

—

a modest, teachable, great

a

stopped, stood erect,

a

a crank who had lost the
by other minds
not ignodespiser of knowledge.
Cobden

paupers and gave his country another chance.

degraded, but, apparently, well-disposed, respectable persons,

to

took one leaf out of that dismal science, set free those

was

I

which gave

endurable proportions for thirty years.

to

power of being

litical

repealed,

dismal science," was what Carlyle called po-

beheld immense numbers of paupers in a
county teeming with luxuriant crops, and those paupers

calamity.

Corn Laws

force, but suggested remedies of

subject, called
evil

with

terri-

the most frivolous
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who, before attempting to serve our race, have put themhumbly at school to its long experience.

selves

We

have among us at this time an uncommonly
good citizen, a benevolent man, who
dining the forming period of his mind had opportuniwriter, a

gifted

study closely three countries in which the people

ties to

were wrongly

man

This

related to the land.

is

Henry

George, and those three countries were India, California
In California fifteen years ago, the huge

and Ireland.

made

land grants of the Spanish proprietors
for

difficult

men

means

of moderate

it

extremely

to procure land

modest American farm, and this at a time
when the towns of California were overflowing with
adventurers, who had obeyed Horace Greeley's well-

enough

for a

known

injunction, until they had reached

West

ocean and there was no more
to

go

Brooding over

to.

the Pacific

young man
things he came to

for the

this state of

acquainted with other minds,
favorite opinions to free

I

could like

republican;

a

flected

As

he stood

at his printer's case

he

re-

perhaps too long and too exclusively upon the

scene around him, and upon the similar difficulties in
Ireland and India.
In his eloquent

me

he appears to

to

book upon Progress and Poverty,
have escaped a great and invaluable

truth,

applicable to

which

is

all

property and

that every right of

absolute^ and that a

man

man must

is

me

but

two years' experience

greatly, and

He comes to Washington

a partisan" [possibly a crank]

is in his own party and all
Before he has served one session
he has learned to esteem his opponents quite as much

"believing that

all

the good

his party

He

friends.

republicans and

democrats

pires he realizes that

no matter what

its

serves
alike.

human

on committees with
Before his term ex-

nature

is

— human nature,
may

political convictions

be."

All of which confirms our principle that the source
of human wisdom is the whole of human experience interpreted

by the whole of human intelligence.

afford access to this multitudinous sea

is,

I

To

suppose, the

all

countries,

proper object of education, and the chief benefit of your

a limited

right, not

Open Court.

to

hold whatever he pos-

communitv
which he is a part. But this precious truth is not
new. Every system of law and morals recognizes it.
With his gifted pen and benevolent mind he may yet
throw valuable light upon it, and suggest safe and just
ways in which the rights of individuals may be still fur-

REASON AND PREDISPOSITION.
BV |OIIN BUKKOUGHS.

of

ther subordinated to the interests of the public.
for

differ-

republican friends as any

sesses in subordination to the welfare of the

Henry George, however,

our

Free

I
now have as many
man in the House."
The intelligent reporter who overheard this remark,
appended to it a comment which is worth repeating:
"What Mr. Twiggs said is true of every new man.

has liberalized

as

public revenue.

subjecting
criticism.

own, is the natural remedy for crankiness.
"Good-bye, Butterworth," cried Mr. Tvvigg, of Virginia, as the late House of Representatives was dispersing on the 4th of March.
Mr. Twigg is a democrat,
and was a secessionist; Mr. Butterworth is a republican
from Ohio. "Good-bye, Butterworth: I never thought

the people alike, and that private ownership
wrong. The nation, he tells us, should own
the land and draw from it, and from it alone, all the
all

is

in

and friendly intercourse with other minds, widely

the bad in the other.

of land

and

comment and

ent from our

the conclusion that the land, like the air and the sea, be-

longs to

tx 5

in

all

all,

and

Take

we ma)

That most men in the formation of their opinions
are governed more by predisposition, or unconscious
bent and tendency, than by reason, is obvious enouo-b.
Indeed, reason is the faculty by which we seek to justify
the course of this deeper seated predetermining force or
bent.
gravitate naturally to this opinion or to that,

We

him one of the most estimable and reasonable of
If he is now shut up in a
the reformers of our day.
narrow theory, there was a time when he studied the
works of other economists. He may do so again.
The men who really help us to a better life and a
happier lot are tolerant, patient, modest and goodnatured.
They may be students, like Newton, Ad.un
Smith and Darwin; legislators, like Cobden and Glad-

to conservatism

stone; statesmen, like Jefferson and Lincoln; warriors,

canon, was led to believe there could he no more and no
fewer than four Gospels, because there were four universal winds and four quarters of the earth, and because

call

Washington, Sherman and Grant; but they are all
patient, open to conviction and accessible to other minds;
like

well

pleased

truth, or in

The
of

if

they can succeed

mitigating ever so

great are

all

teachable.

communicating with

One of
ties, now

in

little

elucidating

one

the lot of man.

The}' never lose the power

common among

us,

is

in

making

us

we

or to radicalism, to realism or to ideal-

seek for reasons that

favor our course.

Considerations which are of great force with
types of mind are of

little

certain

or no force with certain other

Reasons that confirm what we already believe
to believe, how forcible they are!
But if they
point the other way how lightly we esteem them!
Thus, Ireiueus, the real founder of the Christian
types.
or

want

living

creatures

were quadriform.

So

Justin

Martyr

argues that because Jesus blessed the juice of the grape
and said "this is my blood," he could have had no hu-

man

others.

the beneficial effects of the clubs and socieso

ism, and

parentage, but

was

the grape and the vine.
to

dogma

in a

the son of that

God who made

This is giving a natural basis
quite unexpected way.

—
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n6
With most men
judge.

of trying to see

all

is

much

we watch

Unless

case.

reason

does not so

It

an advocate and not

a

try the case as plead the

ourselves very closely, instead

things in their true light,

we

will

down
is

down

Assent,

original bent, inherited traits, the influence of

whether

his training, or of his

scious; his reason

he

tries to steer

Hence

it is,

going over to

is

on

environment, he

is

his

predetermined way.

that Cardinal

Rome

by which

it

Newman

was not

the chimney ?
assents

says, that in his

him

doctrine

The

great Romanist reasons himself into the belief in

the infallibility of the

supposing
the

Pope

certain startling

Pope

this

in

my

place;

how?

I find

whole man moves;

the

paper logic is but the record of it." The great Cardinal may have been logical after he once started for

and that to be true the infallibility of
" Supposing it to be the

made him drift that way ? It was beborn
papist from the first; one can see
was
a
cause he
him in his youth.
of
Rome
upon
the stamp
Probably most of us come into possession of our
we grow
religious beliefs in the same way Newman did
built up
unconsciously
and
they
are
slowly
into them;

Rome,

but what

—

in

We

our minds.

we

but

we

think

we

reason ourselves into them,

them, and then

find ourselves in possession of

seek to justify

our course by an appeal to reason.

In

our day religious opinion, or religious feeling, sets

less

by dogmas and creeds, and it is because,
and
there has been a change in the
Newman
suggests,
as
Natural knowlof climate.
change
Yea,
a
weather.
less store

edge

is

The

in the ascendant.

ally risen, indeed, rides

still

Newman
his

mind

going
be a

is

will

his

fair

a careful reasoner, but

way.

not satisfy

What

is

breeze to another.

all,

it

know

what would

because

we

the doctrine of transubstantiation:

how
"

satisfy

are not

all

may

not

a fair breeze to one

See

easily he accepts

Why

should

it

not

What's to hinder it? What do I know of substance and matter? Just as much as the greatest philosoMight not we reason
pher, and that is nothing at all!"
Why should not Santa Claus come
in the same way?

be?

to

is

from saying

nothing

that there

to surprise the

power

introduce a

distinct as to

be proof

skepticism, in such a case,

was no other way,

mind,

He

if

—but

should think

into the world, invested

with

But

the prerogative of intallibilty in religious matters."

has he introduced such a power; what

Are

the fact?

Christmas stockings

the

chimney? The
sons from it, or to it, as
of the

belief,

never leads

it.

fact

Newman

where experience

But suppose
all

it is

contrary to

filled

by way

accepts and rea-

make

all

Cer-

a doubt.

thing to be true.

attests the

experience, contrary to

upon which human observation

the principles

founded

the proof of

we see. His reason follows his
Any number of difficulties, intel-

lectual difficulties, he says does not

tainly not

is

is

— how then?

such as violate nature, but such as indicate that nature

night in the world, but those outside
find

human

better,

The great mother Church may draw her
and re-trim her lamps and make believe it is

and those inside are bound to

fit

far

and

definite

out by and by.

high up in the heavens, and the

illusions.

curtains,

am

and

affairs,

Of course we are not always to reject a proposition
we cannot understand it or penetrate it
with the light of reason. We do not know how or why
species vary, but we know they do vary.
We do not understand the laws of heredity, but we know heredity to
be a fact, and so with thousands of other things. Do we
know transubstantiation to be a fact? There are difficulties in the way of evolution, but these difficulties are not

sun of science has actu-

things proper to the twilight or half knowledge of a
few centuries ago, flee away, or are seen to be shadows

and

I

human

provision for retaining in the world a knowl-

against the energy of

there

set out with,

naturally follows.

edge of Himself, so

new

make

to

He

about the same way.

assumptions to

being that reasons; pass a number of years and
a

of

the

of

will of the Creator to interfere in

in

Grammar

This author of the
the

to

on; "as well might one say that the quicksilver in the
barometer changes the weather. It is the concrete

mind

we

tion?"

makes

logic that carried

the same time do not

Immaculate
Conception on scarcely more tangible grounds, namely,
" because it so intimately harmonizes with that circle
of recognized dogmatic truths, into which it has been
recently received."
The mind bent upon truth alone,
would be inclined to ask, " does it harmonize with the
rest of our knowledge of the world ?
Does it agree with
what we know to be facts governing human propaga-

but dimly con-

the conscious instrument

At

children of an older growth ask does Santa Claus come

find ourselves trying to see only those things that favor

Reason is probably only a secondary faculty after
or more strictly, it is a faculty and not a determining
power. It is like the compass which the sailor takes to
sea with him and to which he constantly refers in keeping his course, but which has nothing to do in determining that course. Every man goes his own way, and of
the agents that determine him in any given direction,

The chimney

hinder?

to

top and bottom, and has a definite capacity of

at

good, honest cubic inches.

our view.

all;

What's

the chimney?

open

simply because

may have

taken

The

species.

another course

difficulties in the

efficacy of holy-water, or

donna winked, or

in

the production of

way

of believing in the

that the

that Elisha

image of the Mairon swim, are of

made

quite another sort; these assumptions contravene
rest of

Our

the

theological doctors talk about the short range of

the unaided reason of man, and seek to
lation

all

our knowledge.

comes

to the

aid of reason; as

if

show how

reve-

the reason could

THE OPEN
be aided by anything but reason, by anything

reason

They mean,

does not approve of or comprehend.

of

course, that the truths of revelation could not be reached

But are they truths? the reason
Certainly reason could not lead a man to them,
requires something different from reason to hold

COURT.

nstrument of much work, or a very binding tie. Yet
in giving this most expressive
it has had great value
name which binds together freedom and religion in a
wedlock, instead of separating them

by the unaided reason.

true

asks.

hostile or alien.

and
the

it

man

to

them

after he

To talk

there.

is

about aiding

the reason by a superior principle of knowledge, or a
superior

method

of verification,

talking about

like

is

Most
lations

of the writers in the

upon

less

intuitions

from the keenest

The very principle you propose must itself be
approved by the reason. Microscopes and telescopes
aid the eye by multiplying and extending its powers in
its own direction; not by the addition of any new prin-

be put.

ciple of

way

In the same

vision.

the discovery of the

law of gravitation or the laws of Kepler, arms and extends the human reason, of which they are the fruit.
Power alone can use power, the eye alone can use the
telescope, not the hand or the ear.

THE RADICAL.
BY EDNAH

Having occasion

CHENEY.
over numbers of the Radi-

D.

to look

— published from about

1S65 to

1S72

with the force and ability disjjlayed

in its

cal

to

compare the movement which

—

I

was

struck

pages, and led

represented with

it

that of the transcendentalists, about thirty years earlier,

whose organ was the now famous Dial.
The latter movement is now recognized
had great
not yet

life-giving

lost

power, and

hold on

its

many

youth, freshness and beauty.

nues of thought and

life,

its

minds.

having

as

To them,

was

full

of

to the original

fountains of spiritual truth, instead of drinking of stag-

teach that the sun

alone

I

definite line can be

and

faith into

is

like a

:

dumb," and he contended stoutly for
the name, which he held above every name.

right to

generally, deal

foi

it

is

full of the

aesthetic culture.

It

joy

does

with important moral questions

by appeals

to

the higher intuitions.

It

rather artistic than scientific.

The

radical

But the new movement did not claim the name of
Christian.

from

not

It
its

took the altitude of every religious

star,

relation to Christianity but to eternal truth,

and freely opened

platform

its

to representatives of

every form of worship.
the time ripe for this step, and so

So evidently was
has

been, that what required courage to

it

now

the fashion, and the rep-

(although generally shaming Christians by the

tianity,

justice

is

and

acter of

its

liberality

with which they revere the char-

welcomed
There

founder), are

and are courted

in society.

to
is

orthodox pulpits

even danger that a

fascinating speculation, may
away many useful landmarks
and guideboards which the human race has set up in
It will not destroy the foundations
its onward march.

sweep over

with

its

us and carry

of the earth.

This movement for broadening the sympathies of
had the powerful aid, without which
could not have been successful, of the great freedom

religious faith has
it

of intercourse between distant nations, of the advance
in Oriental scholarship,

ment which has put

all

and of the great

scientific

move-

thinking upon more exact and

stable basis.

movement attempted

Free Religious Association, but

his

sharp

for both

blossoming out of the Unitarian

and of the value of

it

humanity into harmony and order. Great
minds had certainly gone beyond the narrow limits of
their own faith and recognized truth in ancient and
modern religions. Emerson had already said: "Jesus
would absorb the world, but Tom Paine and every coarse
blasphemer helps us to resist Jesus." Theodore Parker
had planned his History of Religion, but even he had
" Silence the voice of Christianity and the world is
said

tide of Orientalism,

practically, but
is

it

of the universe;

the religious experi-

all

No

drawn between them,

beauty and fragrance,

of religion
not,

made

was not the center

possible to bring

resentatives of heathen religions, not converts to Chris-

by the transcendentalists, and the expression of individYet
ual thought was perfectly free and spontaneous.
there is a general agreement in aim, and a similarity in
expression which gives a distinctive character to the
It

at in

repre-

organization beyond a social club was attempted

Dial.

position

can be looked

it

it

of interest.

No

which reached a

profess in 1865 and '66

were in the same direction and in many instances the
same minds took part in both; but still the comparison
is

are largly indebted for the great-

liberalism,

recog-

movement which

sented over that of the transcendentalists.

thought can

I

read the pages of the Radical,

nized a real advance in the

however vener-

their

ence of

successful

heaven.
yet as

we

which

into

This is such a
fair comparison with other religions.
when
Copernicus
dared to
made
gain as astronomy

nant cisterns, no longer renewed by the pure rains of

And

think,

I

modern

step in

words

outside of Christianity, from which

has

opened up broad ave-

It

and returned

their specu-

well-nigh

inspiration
It

things

and more upon established

criticism of anything,

seeing around a corner, or on the other side of a stone

est

Radical base

as

than the transcendentalists, and they do not shrink

facts

able, or the plainest

wall.
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it

organization in the
has hardly been an

The
ical

thinkers

who

expressed themselves

have done but small portion of

this

in the

Rad-

work, but they
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have recognized its meaning and value, and applied it
in their own domain of religious thought. T. W. Higginson's Sympathy of Religions, William Henry Channing's lectures on Eastern religions, and Samuel Johnson's noble volumes on India, China and Persia, show
the

power thus gained of looking

at

human

history and thought of the

the past or present
race; not

from any

personal standpoint, but as related to the whole evoluIt does not seem possible
tion of thought in history.
that any enlightened class can ever again return to the

bigotry that looks upon

all

who

are not born within the

shadow of the cross, as miserable heathen living
"where God was never known."
It is true we have yet Andover discussions, but they
only serve to show what a vital question this has become,
and that some, even of the missionaries, have learned that
they must understand and respect the piety of the people
to whom they are sent, and not shock their filial rever-

so

COURT.
much harder

for

men

to be honest than

it

was

a gen-

eration ago.
certain later economists affirm, the degree of a

If, as

nation's civilization

is

determined by the number of

wants, greater progress has been

made toward

by our own than

dition during the last twenty-five years

during

its

whole previous

Not, indeed,

existence.

its

that con-

lectually, or physically, so far as concerns

human

intel-

necessity,

does there appear to have any great change taken place.
People's stomachs hold no more, their backs are no

broader nor their brains heavier

in the last

nineteenth century than in the

first.

tain sensual

and emotional

quarter of the

Of, however, cer-

gratifications,

whatever min-

luxury and fastidiousness, or to vanity, curiosity,

isters to

or excitement, there does appear to have arisen during
this

time a greatly increased desire.

While the general average

of incomes has

a considerable increase, that increase

undergone

has in no wise kept

venerated ancestors are forever excluded.

pace with the increase of wants, so that the question of
how to make both ends meet is, to the majority of

So rapidly has the work which the Radical and the
Free Religious Association proposed to do, extended in

Americans, a more serious one than it has ever been before.
Reasons exist for this changed social ideal, as well

ence

all

by

directions,

we cannot trace it
how large a part this

bringing

in

heaven from which their

a

to

that

sources, nor say

has had

them

offering

it

Yet

about.

distinct

its

or that agency

has been already gained, in the close application of great
need more of close
truths to practical problems.

We

study, severe thinking and careful experiment, before

tific

basis

we have

and given

it

the great questions of

we

put theology upon a true scientrue position

its

human

which has been

With

looking over the

in

old monthly once so welcome a guest, I could not but
wish to acknowledge an indebtedness to it for sowing
broadcast the germs of much of the good which we are
reaping now.
The work which lies before us yet is less revoluIt is the use of the freedom that
tionary and exciting.

can claim that

as for the discrepancy

as

solving

all

its

between income and expenditure

result.

the second half of the present century there

began, throughout the free States, a period of material
prosperity which, industrially and speculatively, offered,

twenty years, an opportunity of enrichment to all
men such as the world has seldom seen.
The extension of steam transportation; the development
of manufactures; the discovery of gold in California, and

for

conditions of

the bountiful product of the West,

make

uted to

all

most remarkable wealth producing decade known
our historv.

The

in

ten years following, notwithstanding

nearly half of them were noted for destruction of wealth

more than

stimulated individual enterprise even

experience.

together contrib-

the ten years between 1850 and 1S60 the

the ten

years before.

Recognizing

A SORELY TEMPTED GENERATION.
BY ALFRED

During the

last fifteen

H. I'KTERS.

among

years there has been, throughbusiness men.

number

Petty

of

officials,

public and private, have been constantly reported short
in their accounts,

and "Behold a

city for sale," has

twice

to be as true of the American metropolis, as
was when the African prince declared the same of the

been shown
it

metropolis of ancient
closures,

it

has

Rome.

When,

become necessary

beside these dis-

to reinforce the officers

law with a numerous body of private detectives;
when all kinds of mechanical contrivances are being re-

of the

sorted to in place of conscience;

der nation are

filled

fugitive thieves,

is

when

in

the

new

inheriting

the cities of a bor-

with a permanent population of our

there not reason for inquiry

why

it is

came the most

order of things a great op-

two

self-denial, the generation of

out the northern United States, a remarkable
criminal downfalls

portunity, and

centuries of

men now

thrift

passing

away

and
be-

inveterate workers and accumulators that

Considering the capital upon

any nation ever produced.

which they operated,

their returns

were much greater

than business returns at the present time.

The

founda-

most of our colossal fortunes were laid by men
born twenty years before, or twenty years after, the be-

tions of

ginning of the century.

To

the

men

of that time

it

was

no great effort to withstand those allurements of sense
and of imagination which began to attend upon the
They had reached middle life or
presence of fortune.

had been long formed, their pleasures,
were few and primitive, and
they could not have enjoyed anything else if they would.

past

it;

their habits

outside of their business,

The

sense of possession could destroy in

them but

a

—
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small measure only of that spirit of abstinence in

which

they had been bred.

Very

was the school

different

The

their successors.

in

which were reared

standard of subsistence had risen.

The

luxuries of the fathers

sons,

who

became the

necessities of the

thus acquired manifold desires and a capacity

for entertainment heretofore

undreamed

Often receiv-

of.

ing polite educations, their energies were distracted from

Many were

the main chance.

unfitted for industrial

army

of

can of thirty years ago

much

and preserve

To

service.

in the ability to

enjoy fortune, as

other surpassed him in the ability to obtain

as the

social

which had already begun to
and economical ideals, was added the
caused by the unsecured paper cur-

rency issued by the national government

Do

in 1S61.

result.
The apparent gradual increase
former price of every commodity, save in-

but consider the

double

its

Thus began

much degeneration as did judgment
and principle. Amid such influences is it any wonder
that prudence and moderation should, to the new genthings underwent as

employment

that of a business

Town

life.

that of the country stood

at

population

grew apace;

went backward ;and the
good times, forced its citi-

or

to perpetuate the

make

produced

still

use of the high priced and inferior wares

home by imposing

a prohibitive tax

upon

the better and lower priced articles manufactured abroad.

With

the expansion of trade

came

the expansion of credit;

A

never before was borrowing so easy.

man

could

open a place of business with a stock of goods bought
on time, hypothecate his merchandise to speculate at the
board of brokers, and sail a yacht or drive a fast horse
by payment of enough money to execute a mortgage
thereon.

Most demoralizing of all was the growth of a rampant
gambling spirit, and the making possible a means of socalled speculation, which is not even worthy the name

game

of a

The

of chance.

unlawful because of

lottery

dissipating the earnings of the

its

people, but, in comparison with the

was succeeded, the

had been declared

lottery

game by which

was legitimate

business.

patrons risked only the price of a ticket, and
or lose and done with
lation

now

is

till

its

Its

was win

next time, but marginal specu-

a constant fluctuation

baiting

it

it

between

votary with success,

profit

and

loss;

now drawing upon

men

in

some

fiduciary capacity

capital

began presently

found

had been educated

in a

the firms

to organize.

which
These men

illy fitted to

graduate can-

school

in those

didates for positions of trust.

With
grants

the descendants of the old stock,

now began

to

in business the sons

who

of those millions of immihad settled here between 1S50 and 1S60.

These young men, early forced into the world on their
own account, had that greatest of all advantages in the
obtaining of fortune no advantage at all.
Not averse

—

mechanical trades, or to those coarser and more
independent occupations which had been deserted by the
to the

sons of the native, many of them hoarded their earnings,
became capitalists and often directors and employers of
those by whom their fathers had been looked upon as

an inferior

class.

colonial names.

is

to

day

is

It

polite crime of the

The

be noticed that most of the

men bearing

perpetrated by

sons of the foreigner began at the

foot of the ladder and worked their way up.
The sons
of the native, beginning midway, or at the top, have too
often fallen headlong, or been slowly working their way

downward.

men

There

is,

as a rule,

no chance

to

which

will not resort in order to maintain that position

they have been accustomed to hold

The monopolization

among

their fellows.

by corporations or

of business

great industrial firms offers more opportunity for dishonesty than when it is distributed among a larger number of active proprietors.
An institution managed by a
board of directors, or by a private secretary and attorney,
is not like one conducted under the eye of a single master

who

and distraction from other occupations, with,

personal habits of his associates.

the

life

among

wreck, or

his resources to preserve his holdings, a perpetual anxiety
final!)',

prime of

in the

institutions surviving the

compete

looked forward to but one career

the reaction culminated in the collapse

themselves with only nominal occupation, and as many
more, accustomed to dealing on their own account, sought

new

Young men

When

of 1S73, thousands of

wages or fees of all professional or personal service.
At once began a period of unnatural business activity.
Everybody was consumed with a desire to buy and sell,
the result being a rush from all other occupations into
in the

zens to

?

of ebb and flood, prices shrunk back toward the point of
starting.

and

government,

have ceased to be virtues

eration,

terest-bearing securities, and an equal apparent increase

trade.

the "gilded age," the era of imitation,

of extravagant ornament, of valuing everything by its
money price, and of the idea that something was to be
had for nothing. Good taste and the eternal fitness of

Finally the tide turned, and, by a lingerine process

inflation of values

to

children.

it.

those influences

change our

—

same end as the lottery only the managers obtain any
profit.
Few, save its agents, are aware of the extent to
which people of every condition seek to increase their
incomes by this hazardous resource. Lawyers, clergymen, teachers, legislators, public officials great and small,
managers and subordinates of financial and industrial
organizations, artists, literary men, and even women and

life

Surrounded by an
atmosphere of prosperity, getting on in the world appeared, to the men entering action between 1S60 and
1SS0, a very much easier matter than it had been to their
The American of to-day surpasses the Amerifathers.

by the excitements
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is

familiar with

its

every detail

as well

It is

among

as

with the

the officers
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and accountants of manufacturing or banking enterprises

whose temptation
often the example of their own

that half of this malfeasance happens,
to

hazardous ventures

is

employers.

Our system of education has been the means of turnino- many honest fellows into unsatisfactory members of
Patterned after the ideal of a feudal aristocracy
make men polite, white-

society.

indeed, admirably fitted to

it is,

handed, and exclusive, but, unless they are to devote
themselves to teaching what they have themselves been
taught, it is, so far as concerns material provision, an obWhat is called higher educastacle rather than an aid.
tion

a luxury,

is

enervates

men

and too often,

like

every other luxury,

for the business of getting an honest liv-

who must
worse than not to
educate him at all. The extent to which over-refinement weakens principle, reverses instinct and deadens
sympathy, is standing proof of the truth of Thoreau's

had so many temptations

to resist as he.

The terms

are

We

set

too hard for most of us in these alluring times.

out with high resolves, strive for a while, then rush

wherever circumstance impels us, and, as Emerson says:
"do what we must and call it by the best name."
Verily, men and brethren, if our offenses have been
great, our temptations have been also great.
The lives of most men are merely adaptations to the
spirit of their age.
Our time has, beyond any other of
which we have record, developed a universal appetite
for whatever ministers to the pleasures of sense and the
pride of life.
Men pray every day to be delivered from
temptation and rise from their knees to go immediately
in

quest of

We

it.

are like children spending their holi-

many

ing.

To

educate, beyond his calibre, a boy

day pittance in a candy shop, anxious to have as

make

his

own way

of the goodies as possible and obliged, therefore, to be

the world

in

may be an

saying that "there

is

excess of cultivation, as of

everything else, until cultivation becomes pathetic." To
develop wants in a youth which it is probable he can
never gratify, is to add to his temptations, and is to
society a curse

A

more often than otherwise.

certain moral looseness, the legacy of these un-

settled years, yet

The

the atmosphere of

fills

success of everyone

man

best business

who

he

is

profit; the best professional

man

concerning what he

much

Simple honesty,
is

less

is,

may

that,

is

man

to be forgotten difference
a valuable material

regarded than the rapid dispatch of work, the

pleasing of influential patrons, or the ability to influence
patronage by the applicant himself. Listen to a pair of

BY LEWIS

The query, "

repeated, not only

by those who are avowedly

by many who

tianity, but

it

the

raised so

burden

high that men's energies must be devoted
to the

rich

The

obtaining of a subsistence.

of our politicians

how much more
If

make

we

is

of

how

shall be

rich

we

are,

and of

twenty years hence.

honor among us has not been
which

reduced to the FalstafF-

ian estimate, those positions in

often go begging for

The

fit

it

is

main wage

the

occupants.

ideal citizen of our republic needs a power of

adaptation and an integrity almost superhuman.

must

be, at

student and

the same time,
a

man

a

gentleman and

a

of business; accumulative as well as

public spirited; honest as well as enterprising.
of the old demigods

He

drudge; a

was equal

to his.

No

No medieval

labor
saint

It

method of the church
it

fails to

dangerous possession, so great

has been

so often

hostile to

still

maintain a formal con-

merits the thoughtful consideration of every liberal and

drawn from

standard

is

nection with one or another of the Christian sects, that

A

the temptation to

JANES.

the claims of supernatural religion and organized Chris-

tions of the

social

G.

church worth saving ? "

Is the

that

almost wholly

obtain a rare
it,

THE CHURCH WORTH SAVING?

IS

or patient, or generous, but are they " making anything."
well won fame, without accompanying fortune, is a
is

we may

by the effort
commodity, or the means of
obtains
a
valuable
of others, but the effort which
quality
We must pay
can never be any other than our own.
dear for every luxury, and dearest of all for the luxury
of being an honest man.

ancients asking after each other's children, and the inquiry is not whether they are honest, or wise, or brave,

The

" this or that, not

of us must submit."

There is, however, this never
between a valuable quality and

possession;

progressive thinker.

it.

all

commanding

not so

as a qualification for business position,

business capital of

which

possess nothing desirable without giving some-

thing of value in return.

who receives the
who keeps himself

concerning what he does.

as

and

We

the rule to

obtains the largest

Society asks of a

in office.

this

he

largest fee; the best politician he

most constantly

The

affairs.

measured by material standards.

is

But

content with a taste of each.

is

is

urged, on the one hand, that
theological and unprogressive;

grapple energetically with the living questime; that

it

spends

its

force and capital

the hard earnings of the people in sustain-

ing "creeds outworn;"

in

prating about the affairs of

another world, instead of striving for the betterment and

man

salvation of

writer

in this

world.

A thoughtful and candid

— Professor William Graham, of Queen's College,

Belfast, in his latest

work, Tlie Social Problem, repeats

even more emphatic language the indictment of the
Christian church which he presented some years ago in

in

"The old function, discharged
his Creed of Science.
by our old spiritual guides," he says, " is palpably, in the
eyes of all thinking men, doomed; it is dying, unless it
can transform and readapt itself to the spiritual and
moral and

social

wants of the new time

— a thing nearly

impossible, as history shows, and rather to be hoped for

than expected."

The complaint

of

Emerson

that

we

are

a
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« preached
ment
:

at" too much, receives the practical indorse-

multitudes of our leaders in thought, of our

of

scientists,

who join

philosophers and educators,

multitude of the careless and indifferent

themselves from

support from organized religious

more

absenting

and the coercive power

fear of hell

of secular authority being removed,
:

in

regular attendance upon the services

all

The

of the church.

the greater

retain a connection

many withdraw all
and many

institutions,

with them which

is

purely con-

ventional and formal, conscious of a total want of sym-

pathy with the doctrine, ritual and service which they
countenance by their presence and pecuniary aid. "I
have no heart in it," said an intelligent young lawyer and
college graduate to

me

"

the other day.

I

am

structed or morally inspired by the sermons.

believe the doctrine.

church simply by

•

;I

my

It is all a

bore.

am

I

The enormous untaxed

my

friends."

properties of the churches

menace to the principle of religious liberty
on which our government was founded. The plea that
the church is a guardian of the peace of society, a conservator of public morals, which is urged in support of
the exemption of religious properties from taxation, has
•very little force in the minds of thoughtful people.
An
Institution which requires this government " protection,"
•which admits itself a, pauper, and even joins in a shameless scramble for a share of the public moneys for the

.are a standing

•

i

;

•support of
•

sectarian charities, does not stand in a posi-

its

become -a forceful teacher of righteousness —
rebuker of wrong in high places a defender of the
poor and oppressed against the power and wiles of the
tion to

—

The

It

has

It

keeps people

is

a certain

conventionally good.

It creates a circle of public opinion
within the larger circles of society, which helps to hold
men to a formal allegiance to social law and order. It
is

an aid to the police.
a vital

still

their fling"

like the

fear of hell, so far as

Its

helps to

belief,

many who,

are

make men do

right.

it

is

There

popular clergyman, would " have

were not

for the dread uncertainty of
the after-life, and such as these are kept in order by the
church.

What
social

in the

the popular creeds, that the

in

value as a cement to the social organism.

do not

kept

belief

nevertheless useful to society.

serve

family connections and associations.

attend service to avoid giving offense to

church

in-

not
I

some who have no
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all

if it

the thoughtful student, anxious to con-

shall

that

good

is

in

present institutions, believing in

evolution rather than

in revolution, strenuous in
defense of public and personal morality, earnest in search

for a solution

answer
If

it

is

ards, I

the pressing problems of our time,

<>f

to this question,

"Is the church worth saving?"

continue to follow the old conventional standthink he must answer that it is not worth saving:
to

that the sooner

some other

gives place to the Ethical Society, or

it

and modernized agency for social
and individual improvement, the better. If the church
is to fight on under the old flags, organized religion will
to

active

become more and more organized hypocrisy.

For the

Mrs. Partingtons of the pulpit cannot stay the tide of
modern, progressive thought; cannot turn back the advancing columns of scientific discovery, or break the
irresistible logic

of rational philosophy based

upon the

They cannot meet the cry of the
demand of the manual laborer for a

facts of experience.

starving poor, the

larger share of the product of his labor, the universal

in

all thinking men and women for a higher
education and larger liberty, by an aptly quoted text of

'Utah, organizes societies to convert the Jews, launches
its thunderbolts occasionally against Agnosticism or the

"sacred Scripture," a doctrinal sermon, or the sensuous
sestheticism of sacred music and ritual
The multitu-

oppressor.

morality of the pulpit

and emasculated.

j

It

declaims against

of some rival sect, but touches the sins of its
pews with gloved hands, and fears to grapple with

•

the pressing social evils of the time.

:

is

two thousand years

forgotten age.

Such
'

It

old.

It

Its

newest gospel

speaks the language of a

leaves the heart out of the teaching

wrangles about the form of his doctrine
and the " mint, anise and cumin" of ritual and phrase.

of Jesus, while
.

Mormonism

fatal errors

own

;

convention:'.'

is

lar

is

it

the indictment,

we may

almost say the popu-

indictment, against the church to-day in England

America.

Such, doubtless,

is

the feeling of a vast

ber of liberal and progressive thinkers, not

have had the courage of their opinions,
nevertheless, are at heart, in general
•

.

of

num-

whom

true, but

agreement

nd

whoj

as to the

character and utility of the ordinary pulpit teaching.

Many
•

it is

all

i

do not hesitate

to

avow

that the clergy are "lost

leaders," time-servers, pew-panderers; that the church, as

an institution, has had

its

day, and should give

way

to

•

other agencies for ethical instruction and social regenera-

i

tion.

In answer to this indictment,

it is

urged, even by

aspiration of

dinous charities of the church
their

number and

multitude of

its

noble striving to

ing

its

causes.

and help

men

information

in

It

their value
sins

— and

I

— cannot

gladly recognize

cover the greater

against sincerity, reason, and the

make pauperism
cannot atone for

impossible by removneglect to educate

its

for nobler living here, b<

regard to that

unknown

all its

bourne from whence no traveler returns."
cowaid's plea that
assent to the

it

is

dogmas of

doubtful

land beyond "the

Nor

can the

"safer " to yield a conventional
the popular religion, long con-

manly men and womanly women to ihe
and support of the church. The judgment of

tinue to hold
service

the intelligent, independent thinker
to

become the judgment

This

is

is

sure, ultimately,

of the masses of the people.

a utilitarian age, but

it is

also an ideal age, seek-

ing ever for the highest uses of things; and the church
will be judged, and if need be condemned, by the standard of the higher
or not

it

utilities;

— not by the question whether

serves as a convenient adjunct to our police

—
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system.

The church must be something

coward's

castle

Is there, then,

may

better than a

fate of

becoming

no hope that the church, regenerating

is

some hope

that

it

will

renew

its

I

use-

fulness, put on the garment of reason, learn to speak the
language of to-day, and render to man the service which

he demands
find

it

in the

and support.

in return for his allegiance

pulpit

men

utterances of such

1

as Phillips

Brooks, and llcber Newton, and Charles R. Baker and
Bishop Potter, in the Episcopal church; Minot J. Savage,
John W. Chadwick, William C. Gannett and others, in
the Unitarian church; Washington Gladden and Lyman
Abbott in the Congregational church, and others in different branches of the

more

uniter of society into

mon ground on which

fraternal relationships, a

com-

the different social classes

may

meet, amicably discuss and justly

again become a regenerator of mankind?

believe that there

a

no very distant day.

picturesque ruin at

itself,

would escape the

if it

"Church Universal."

I

find

it

in

Let

welcome honest thought and

it

doing,

prove

will

it

women

its

right to be,

will adjudge

:

discharge a real function required
*

for her pay.

*

*

find

in the

it

are paying to the social problems of our time

establishment of the

kingdom

of

heaven on

Pet us hope that these tendencies

— to the

earth.

may

continue

worth saving, and be
saved to become the helper and savior of man. Myself
a firm believer in personal continuance, I would have
its waning hope renewed by a deepening consciousness

that the church will prove itself

of the worth and beauty of our daily

be by

futile

life

—

as

it

become what she
and the tradition of which

the poor, the needy and the oppressed;
originally

was

appeals to Scripture texts, or the alleged

Fulness of life, in the
organism this should be the

individual and in the social

—

— the

high goal of our ambition.
That the church may serve us in promoting this noble
end, let us hope that it also will be endowed with a

object of our striving,

larger and fuller

the

life

— that

it

will take hold

questions of the day, and treat

vital

loftiest

ethical

ideals,

— that

its efficacies,

all

in large part,

*

upon the

dom

*

!

REFORM PROBLEMS.
BY FELIX
It is

find

much room

world

L.

OSWALD.

not probable that the Bible of the future will

losing

is

for ghost-stories.
its

faith

A

temporal existence has proved too evidently susceptible
of

improvement

to leave

the

dogma

the suspicion

is

a

gaining ground that the success of that

will

assimilate the

that

it

promised

its

teaching more

opened not merely for two

to achieve the

their

attention

the siege guns of

redemption of mankind by

from

earth

Mohammed

said

to

have crowded the

couple of shrieking

hall

parlors for social reunion.

Let

teach the gospel of science, the gospel of justice, the
fair play.

capitalist

Let

it

become

and the laborer, a

ghost-land.

were

of a lyceum, where

monks were threshing

the

a.

wind of

theological controversies; and metaphysics of that sort

have unfortunately not been confined

most need and desire it may be freely invited. Let each
church have its library and reading-room open at certain
hours in every day and evening, its lecture-room for de-

to

the Second

battering the walls of Constantinople, the citizens are

the Byzantine Empire.

an arbitrator between the

of renunciation

chance to repress the incipient struggle for the recovery
Anil moreover,
of paradise on this side of the grave.
struggle has been retarded chiefly by the very doctrine

and helpful,

gospel of honest dealing and

salvation-needing

post mortem Utopias, and

in

every day some helpful word of scientific, sociological or
religious truth may be spoken there, to which those who

it

king-

in the light of

Let us hope that the church edifice

its

and

to hasten the

or three hours on a single day of the week, but that

bate and discussion,

and

at heart,

them

— that the thoughts of the pulpit may become

will be honestly taxed, and

—

had

'

When

rational and hopeful

that Christ

take to

mysteries

'

conclusions to the people, for the sanitary improvement

honest and sincere.

work

now

Let her

faith, its

of heaven, to bring in the reign of righteousness,

diverting

more

to the

*

which means and ever meant a regime of social justice,
in which the sovereign of whatever kind 'shall reign and
prosper, and execute judgment and righteousness on the
earth
So doing, she may at least be worthy of salvation, which is better, even, than "being saved."

teachings of modern science, and impart their practical

of society;

—

lost.

the true prophets had at heart

can never

miracle of Jesus' resurrection.

in return,

people; become a militant church, fighting the cause of

works, instead of expatiating on

I

our time

in

Let her become the church of the

she has never wholly

an earlier date by Minot J. Savage.

So

men

again, and finally,

by transforming them into the likeness of modern scienattempted by
tific and philosophical thought, as was
Henry Ward Beecher in his latest discourses, and notably
at

free discussion.

and thoughtful

it worth the saving.
To quote
from Professor Graham
"As to the church, there is perhaps one chance left
for her, one course open, by accepting which she ifiight
* * * recover in large measure her hold on the lapsed
masses of labor, might even, for a considerable time yet v

and

the growing tendency to rationalize the ancient creeds

increasing attention which the pulpit and religious press

disputed questions-

settle

While

to the capital

of

the neglected fields of

our earth were fading from gardens into desert, we have
waged fierce wars for the enforcement of senseless
ceremonies and the interpretation of vapid rant about
the mysteries of Cloud-cukoo-town;
that pursuit has finally

hunters.
life

hut the result

They have at last rediscovered the
made worth living, and the era

can be

of

opened the eyes of the spectretruth that
of world-

renunciation will be followed by an era of world repairs.
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In the evolution of ethics exigencies become duties;
and though many dogmas of the departing creed can be
traced only to the wants of the priesthood, several tenets
-of the coming religion can be safely predicted from the
The moralists of the future,
secular needs of mankind.

world.

The awakening

dream

of the monastic era,

science and freedom, has,

mankind from the

of

fever-

and the con-equent revival of
indeed, been defined as a " war

of insurrection against the anti-physical principle," and
that revolt will not long be confined to the formulation of

in demonstrating the insanities of " other-worldliness,"

new

could hardly choose a more striking instance than the
thousand years' blindness to the consequence of forest

tion of the future will

The
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The civilizagymnasium with every

theories and political constitutions.

Manly

school.

build a

sports will no longer be held

below the

devastation of the woodlands which

dignity of a well-bred citizen, and even the adherents of

once covered the Eastern continent from the Himalayas

hyper-physical dogmas will admit that the possessor of

destruction.

to the Atlantic, has, in the

sense,

literal

blighted our

an immaterial soul cannot afford to neglect his material

any more than an

earthly paradise by reduciug the habitable area of our

self

globe from four-fifths

tools.

land surface;

to less

and there

is

than two-thirds of the

total

no doubt that one-half of the

•devastated territory once constituted the most favored

region of

Forest destruction has turned

this planet.

garden into sand-wastes. It has turned mountain pastures into naked rocks and choked the estuaries of
once navigable rivers with accumulations of detritus

and

pestilential diluvium.

millions of springs,

summer

droughts, and

floods.

It

irrigation,

•expedient

has caused the failure of

the

destructiveness

winter

of

has depopulated the uplands of the Mediter-

ranean shore regions;

dent on

It

has aggravated the severity of

it

from

it

has

made

the lowlands depen-

and diminished the possibility of that
year to year.
In western Asia,

northern Africa and southern Europe an aggregate of
five million square miles has been wasted to the degree

-where the produce of tillage ceases to repay the

toil

of

The temperance movement has
The knowledge

the proscription of the alcohol habit.
of a

coming

might seem doubtful if the discovery
of Columbus has even temporarily offset the results of
neglecting the Eastern garden-home of the human race.

The

arable territory of the

taxed to

its

New World

will soon be

utmost capacity of productiveness, and before

the middle of the twentieth century the protection of the

remaining woodlands
tion of self-protection.

will for millions

The

become

a ques-

forests of the uplands will

once more become sacred groves; philanthropists
cover our worn-out fields with tree plantations, the

will
cul-

ture of forest trees will claim a portion of the scientific
efforts

now

directed

destroying machinery.

probably continue

towards

the

invention

of

Wars, even wars of rapine,

to the

tree-

will

end of time, but their havoc

—

with the insolence of the Sclavonian
mentioned by the traveler Busbequius, who saw
two citizens of Bucharest lay hold of a stranger, and by
actual violence, force him to partake of their nauseous
pleasure resorts,
topers,

A

rum

public lung-poisoning

funds

held

is

more

conditions of earthly happiness.

must, or can, be benefitted

The

idea that the soul

by the abasement of

its

medium, will rank next to the witch-craft
insanity as the most pernicious delusion of the Middle
Ages, and the pagan ideal of a sound mind in a sound
body will once more become the ideal of the civilized
material

a self-poisoning

an embezzler of public

as

guilty than a self-damaging spend-

But that even the approximate suppression of
the alcohol-vice alone, would be an infinite blessing to
the cause of

all

other reforms

is

so certain that the objec-

on the score of an alleged infringement of personal
liberty can, by comparison, claim no weight of influence

tion

whatever.

The

dram-drinker,

true, acts of his

is

it

own

free will,

and cannot often charge the encompasser of

his ruin

either with

license

the employment of
same argument would

violence or

seductive false pretences, but the

brothels and gambling-hells, and the manufac-

The arguments

ture of obscene literature.

economy have already begun
ests of

clearer views on the

much

tobacco smoker

thrift."

side of prohibition,

neglect of physical education will likewise

more promptly than

drinker, by just as

quering land from the desert.

The long

historians

sanitarian, will

age that could submit to the outrages of the obtrusive
vice that poisons the life-air of public promenades and

will be partly offset by the nobler struggle of recon-

be retrieved by the dissemination of

The

probably hesilate to credit the moral cowardice of an

will be suppressed

it

"

French

civilization," says a

beverages.

central plateaux,

that a

defiled

of the Western continent,

bleak northlands and arid

already passed the

man can be
by things .that enter his mouth, has been bought
at a price which the world cannot afford to pay a second
time, and the opponents of spiritual and spirituous
Nor is it likely
poisons will soon work hand in hand.
that the war upon the poison vice will be confined to
repressible stage.

the husbandman; and, considering the climatic extremes
its

artisan can afford to neglect his

to

of political

preponderate on the

and moreover, the permanent interalways be procured at the

public welfare will

temporary expense of fiscal emoluments. When the
salvation of mankind appeared to require the expulsion
of the

Moorish

by the

exile of the

infidels, the

prospective loss of revei.ie

most industrious

citizens did not pre-

vent the impecunious Spanish Government from issuing
the decree of banishment, and the ruinous foes of industry will in vain plead the

importance of a tax represent-

ing but a trifling percentage of the yearly drain upon the
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Hans from buying

Judge Pitman is
probably right, that the Maine Law is destined to become
a main law of every civilized commonwealth.

cheap and good coat from foreigner
Frank, thus compelling Hans to buy an ill made and
But what the nation
expensive coat from brother Tom.

But the victory of temperance need not be purchased
by the sacrifice of our recreation-days. The history of

gains by

lesources of rum-drinking

nations.

asceticism has proved again and again that the suppression of harmless

amusements

of vicious

a direct cause

is

Tom's

hope of

of

healthful recreations on the day

all

plurality of our

workingmen

The tyranny

leisure.

when

of our Puritan

a large

chance of

find their only

Sabbath

is,

a

amount of

los^.,

that

Hans

forced

private trade with

pay the net

to

his;

exactly the:

the transaction

of

result

relinquish

By

Frank.

leaves us poorer."

The

indeed,

the ugliest survival of the age that blighted the sunshine

exactly balanced by Hans'

is

who have

hired bullies,

would be promoted, rather than prevented, by the

dom

profit

and the result of the experiment will amount to nothing
but the removal of money from our fob to our breed
pocket, if it were not for a third factor: The pay of the-

excesses; and total abstinence from intoxicating drinks
free-

-

a

fallacies of the

Protectionists

may

in

some

re-

and

spects have encouraged the illusions of .Socialism

by the joy-hating dogmas of anti-naturalism, and
States the disadvantages of promiscuous

the clamors for the continual interference of a paternal)

immigration have been greatly compensated by the con-

simple humanity, should certainly advocate the enforce-

tinuous influx of the representatives of civilizations that

disturbance of public worship a misdemeanor, should

ment of an Eight Hour Law, and a still more needed
law against the employment of young children in the'
soul and body stunting drudgery of factory work.
There is a story of an Arab chieftain who had been

Hebrews,

half persuaded to prepare his tribe for the blessings of

of life
in

the United

have succeeded

in

emancipating themselves from the

The

curse of that tyranny.

law,

making

the

certainly be enforced in favor of Buddhists and

wanton

most fashionable Christian churches,
but the law of equity should likewise protect every dissenter in the right to pass his Sundays according to his

as well as of the

own

way

predilection, in any

maxims

not violating either the

of natural morals nor the equal piivilege of any

A community of Health-worshipers
would have an undoubted right to devote their leisure
day to outdoor exercises, conducted under the special
fellow-citizen.

would
a

at

State; but their peculiar

of the

protection

once become rank tyranny

if

institution

they should force

Methodist guest of their commonwealth

to

suspend his

devotion and join in their foot-races; and for the same

demand

reason a disciple of Nature has a right to
abolition

of

a

law raging with

against the visitors of a

the

proscriptive penalties

Sunday

festival

in

the health-

government; but considerations of health,

modern civilization, when his mentor happened to enter
workshop of a Marseilles cotton spinnery. At sight,
of the dust-clouded atmosphere and the crowd of pale

the

faced children tending the whirling

young criminals?" he inquired, when they left the:
" Oh, no," exclaimed the guide, " they are honboys, working for wages to assist their poor parents."

those

est

"Look

here," said the Arab, pointing to the gilded

man

offered us a treasure-pile of that size, the poorest

of

my

tribe

would

refuse to sell his children into the

According

hell of such slavery."

estimates of British and
to

twenty-two million

to

nearly concurrent:

German statistics, fiom eighteen
young children of the industrial.

inhaling the seeds of premature-

death in lead-works and

ing-house smells and nasal cant.

state of social conditions

textile

factories,

poverty, but not our will consents;" but

in a

etc.

"Our

wholesome

poverty should excuse almost

anything sooner than an habitual sacrifice of health.

the obstructions to the freedom of international

The most valid argument against the projects of
communism is perhaps the objection that the realization:

power

of established abuses

of such schemes would cripple enterprise by removing

and nothing short of

illimited obstinacy of

the stimulus of personal interest, while on the other

sphere of legislation will sooner or later be sure

move

dome

were gold and you

of a neighboring church, "if that

order to satisfy the clamors of a bigot who prefers to
pass bis Sundays in an atmosphere sickened with meetrevision of the prevalent theories on the proper

chief

" Are-

building.

nations are at present

The

spools the

stared and followed his guide in pensive silence.

giving highlands, or imprisoning ball-playing children,
in

as well as ofc

The

•commerce.
lias its limits,

resisting

prejudice could in the long run

arguments against the

resist

to re-

the logic of the

fallacy of legislative interference

hand

many

a

community of property would

grievous burdens of civilized

certainly

life.

remove

Bakunin,

"The
with the natural laws of trade and
proper significance of such problems," says Professor

" Russian Miraheau," seems

Kessner, "becomes much

against the tenure of personal property, he proposed

industry.

troversy of
political

its

veil

by divesting the con-

of technical phrases.

economy, applied

tional

traffic, is

simply

trade

propose

to

wealth.

clearer

to

this:

increase

The

logic of

the problem of interna-

The opponents

of free

the resources of national

In pursuit of that object they prevent brother

first

bination of those advantages.

the:

have devised a comWithout any by-plans;to

to-

found communities on the plan of reserving sections of
public land for the benefit of each township, and thus
obviate the necessity of direct taxation, by letting

the:

budget of municipal expenses.

As;

rent cover the entire

those expenses multiplied, the value of the reserve lots.

—

a
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would increase

in proportion, and could be advanced
even with the result of a surplus for charitable purposes,

by renewing the rent contracts from ten to ten years.
The plan seems an improvement on the confiscation
project by just as much as prevention is better than cure,
and will probably form the practical outcome of a recent reform movement which has already ceased to imply
the menace of an agrarian revolt.
POWELL.
no word so played fast and loose with as conBY

There

is

•

sual sort

A

man

E. P.

most often used to designate a super-senof knowledge a direct and necessary knowledge.

sciousness.

It is

;

is

conscious of certain facts, and that ends

Again, consciousness

sible discussion.

all

pos-

used in a some-

is

what vague way to cover that immaterial element in
life which is not covered by matter and force.
The
conception of

theistic or spiritualistic

that

it

is

the term

" Consciousness

is

a condition of matter in

consciousness will be found."

"a

ness to be
is

life

Cope

consciousness.

and wherever that peculiar

ousness

ganic

denies

state of

Huxley

some peculiar
matter exists

but matter and force, and that

is

all

phenomena of nature are explicable by deduction
from the properties assignable to these two primitive facBut all this I heartily disbelieve; it seems to me
tors.
the

pretty plain that there

a third thing in the universe,

which,

to-wit, consciousness;
I

is

in the

hardness of

my

heart,

cannot see to be matter or force."

Hamilton says: "Consciousness is a
mind of its acts and affections; the
self-affirmation that certain modifications are known by
me and are mine." This is a definition of self-consciousness; a recognition of that group of phenomena called
And it is no wonder that Hamilton adds,
self or ego.
Sir William

recognition by the

" Consciousness cannot be defined."

He

does not

neither does any other philosopher, apart from the evolution school

—

fail

required,

first

a history of

life

It

to

of

and

confuse himself with this word.

all,

that evolution should afford us

its

contents, before these contents

could be comprehended.

Consciousness

and, therefore, has a history.

is an evolution
This Cope recognizes and

gets at the very pith of the matter

when he sums up the

doctrines of consciousness thus:
"

i.

Consciousness independent of matter

—

(a),

Dualism.
matter— -Monism.
primitive and the cause of

(3),

a product of the evolution of

" 2. Consciousness an attribute of

"

3.

Consciousness

evolution.

" 4. Consciousness

matter and force."

shall

the

—

All the more

due time.

it

word consciousness on

then neither confuse ourselves

first

to inquire

we

place

cannot escape going back

conditions of

life,

cellular

to

the

and pre-cellular,

once more as to the very nature of this someCope and Huxley and, I believe, our ablest

thing which
biologists

altogether, agree

is

surely there.

there before evolution has altered or complicated

may
may

What

is

We

it?

we

easily agree as to matter

and force, although

be puzzled after

what force and matter

all to tell

are.

is it

If

But as to the third factor, is it really consciousness, or
something from which consciousness is a derivative?

we can

agree to

sation sentience

state

in the universe

or head,

In the

primordial

function of the brain;" again, "Consci-

matter;" again he says, "I un-

to place

we

historic basis;

in

nor others with dualistic concepts.

rect,

a function of

be sharply defined

becomes necessary

asserts conscious-

derstand the main tenet of materialism to be that there

nothing

the drift of true science and scientific metaphvsics
drift to

says:

an attribute of matter," and again,

is

" Consciousness
state,

-

oi

possible to exclude from the proposition " a

thing,"

living'

Nevertheless he leaves a confusion in the word, al"
though he defines the thing so admirably. In his view
Monism (a), or No. 3, is the correct view of the universe; and consciousness does truly lie, as the very cause
and momentum of evolution.
I have
no doubt this is

its
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and

call the

we

be philological ly cor-

Con-sentience will, therefore, be the

logically.

of comparative

consciousness,

general faculty based on sen-

shall at least

sentience;

becomes defined

and consentience, or
comparative func-

as a

tioning of primitive sentience; for

it

stands evident that

which we never can get below and back
of, however low down we go in our research, and which
is a quality of all living protoplasm, inseparable from
this sentience

and is manifested at first in desire or hunger, soon
must become a comparative power.
The amoeba eats
what it touches; but if the amceba does not manifest
choice of foods, creatures a little higher do.
This involves a comparison of sensations and in its nature is no
life,

longer simple sentience, but con-sentience, or con-scious-

And

ness.

it

will not hurt our grapple with the

we can now use it in the philological
know things together, or in a group.

that
to

Consciousness, then,
tience;

and as such

ifestation,

through

it

all

is

word

sense; that

is,

a higher condition of sen-

extends

in

higher degrees of man-

the evolution of organic being.

In

man, and nowhere but in man, the subject becomes also
object, and consciousness becomes self-consciousness.
The animal knows, but does not know himself, neither
abstract being.
In other words, the dog knows, but
does not know that it is himself that knows.
I think
the same may be equally averred of the primitive
anthropoid, and as well also of the lower savage
races.
Certainly self-consciousness belongs to no creature before man.
By cosmical research man, enlightened, reaches the ideas infinite and eternal and his consciousness becomes an apprehension of eternal and infinite being, or, to retain the word with which we began,
;

he

is

conscious of self-higher-than-himself.
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Let us go back and follow the idea analytically. Senis a necessary and direct knowledge or apprehen-

tience

sion of not-self

ness

Conscious-

of sensation.

Self-consciousness

vironment.

edge

bv the mode

comparative knowledge of things constituting en-

is

that

becomes

only groups our sensations
that and those

is

which

in

comparative knowl-

synthetic

so largely

that

phenomena

rising

power

unity

in its relation to our-self.

to

group

tion of sentience;

necessary

for

all

it

from non-

important that

is

the end of evolu-

we

the unconscious?

phy

of the unconscious " of

the word by others,

is

It is

" the philoso-

fail to see that

Hartmann and

the use of

Unconscious-

largely confusing.

consciousness which arises

clearly that state of

any direction becomes
Our hearts beat and our nutrition goes on
instinctive.
without our conscious attention; although nutrition in
functioning

lower life

automatic, or

in

and the functioning of the heart are highly con-

scious operations under the direct control of the will.

Nature, having perfected any function, pays no

life.
They are fundamental qualities,
and therefore belong to, and are inherent in, the universe.
It must be borne in mind that the organic universe is by

no means a derivative of the inorganic any more than

The two kingdoms,

the vegetable

common

more

and

it

kingdom and

sentient

life,

it

the animal

originated

inorganic does not contain sentience, the organic does.

You
The
the

cannot get out*of the inorganic what
death of an organism

whole being

can

What becomes
sciousness?

unconsciousness

is

wholly

universe before or preceding organic

to organic

all

conscious action

rhythm. Our

if

at

all,

present

is

is

in

a

succeeding

attained,
in

My

article.

by aiding

object for the

some degree

to establish

terms, which

the use of

of

often used

are

The

view of consciousness may be tabulated for

convenience thus:

— The attribute of the universe.
—
Sentience
The attribute of living substance.
Consciousness — The result of choice
sentient

Presentience

in

Self-consciousness

the state of

which makes up ego.
Consciousness

life.

intellectual

is

and moral choices,

and not of morals; whereas the love

matter
that

exercised by a philanthropist for the oppressed

and despised may require a very high degree of conThe mother is conscious that she loves, but
scious will.
not
conscious
of any process of choosing to love.
is
Herbert Spencer points to the time when all moral
power will be exercised without choice between good
and evil but the good man will do the good because it
is his nature to do it.
However, I have no desire to discuss the unconscious
;

definition clear.

Sentience

1

conscious synthesis of

of self-higher-than-ourselves;
all

that

which

is

not

that

—

self,

A
an

infinite.

CHATS WITH A CHIMPANZEE.
BY MONCURE

in

of instinct

make my

—A

conscious synthesis of

thus to pass on

manner, tend toward habits that no longer require
choice or will, and so lose the quality moral or intellecThe love that a mother bears for her babe is a
tual.

farther than to

questions

all

recklessly, and, for valuable results, used in vain.

Part

D.

CONWAY.

II.

In the interview about to be reported

like

is

This opens the question of

most fascinating and important, and must be discussed,

—

evident tendency of

the inorganic.

in

of sentience, consciousness or self-con-

one

different, as

Unconsciousness is that state of consciousness which exists
when tentative action has become fixed and established
when functioning has become automatic. The
action
tfie

a 3'ielding of

It is

beings.

from the pre-consciousness which

see,

into the inorganic.

has not.

it

by no means

a passage of

is

only those parts that are constitutive

follows that the vege-

over to the unconscious.

The

yet mutually interactive processes of the universe.

table kingdom must be considered as a wholly automatic
It has wholly passed
or lapsed order of life-processes.

this

an evolution of the vegetable.

is

animal and vegetable, are diverging

life, that was neither one nor.
So organic and inorganic are diverging, and

the other.

historical

Now

kingdom

the animal

entirely automatons, yet with a trace of consciousness.

it,

unconscious functioning.

a

the

or

the idea organic

accuracy

from

evolution,

its

evolution of matter and force, these three are essential to

becomes henceforth an
The bee and ant are almost

conscious attention to

As

Whatever

element.

stitutive

processes of a precedent

even more
should have a clear apprehension of

is

term; for no one can

when

the

has grappled with eternal and

this

is

This

is

of not-self into a

self.

But what then

ness

not

comparison, but groups

constitute self as distinct

Consciousness of self-higher-thau-ourselves

self.

it

—

would make the primordial elementary quality;
that
something besides matter and force, which Huxley
declares he cannot escape.
This becomes, in complex
life functioning, a complex and yet ever present con-

to

overmuch

do not aspire

I

To describe the processes, whether
other, through which my anthropoid

realism.

phonetic, facial or

friend and I interchanged ideas might divert attention
from the ideas themselves. I do not wish to raise a host
of wrangling philologers, skeptics, commentators, to

dispute whether
zee's

I

did or did not mistake the

meaning, or whether he meant

I

gathered from the interview, not

it

will be

"

A

my

large

aim to

Chimpan-

this or that.

how

it

What

was gathered,

state.

number of

curious visitors have

come

to

our temple," said the Chimpanzee; "they have amused
themselves by watching us as

we

sweetmeats,

ate their

and looked on us as nature's jokes; but

I

have been
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interested by observing in you a certain respect, as

you were

not merely condescending to notice your

in-

feriors."

"

To

respect, add admiration,"

I

"

said.

have

I

long-

ago found the truth of what a wise German, Oersted,
monkeys appear grotesque or ugly to mankind

said, that

only because generally seen out of their place, tricked
out bv showmen, away from their right environment.
Thev are beautiful in their place. I have seen them at
play in the luxuriant woods, making the forest animate
with their graceful swinging from limb to limb; nothing
more fascinating have I ever seen. To-day I have been
surprised to find that your race can be no less charming
amid walls reared bv the hand of man."
" The walls being partly adopted and retouched by
nature, the blue sky bending over us; and, possibly, because our contrast with these ash-smeared devotees is
to them as if we were displayed among
merry and well-dressed human companies."

not so favorable
"

Perhaps."

" But

must now add another thing. We
temple are not ordinary monkeys.

I

habit this

are two kinds of monkeys
sionary monkeys.

who

in-

There

— arrested monkeys and rever-

Have you heard

of a

"

if

man named

I

am

reading his account of

a

sojourn

in

I

heard the priest you

just now and another conversing about a murder he
committed so they called his shooting a monkey for
his museum.
From what they said I think it must
have been (though they knew nothing of that) not only
a reversionary monkey, but a transitional one like myself
what he may have supposed a " missing link," but
really one from which, had he approached it with sweetmeat communion instead of a gun, he might have
learned more about evolution than he will get from a
million dissected or stuffed anthropoids.
But he was
only a man, and knew not what he did."
" Tell me, I pray you, the difference between the arrested and the reversionary ape?"
" The fruit of knowledge grows in the vale of humility.
You are willing to sit at my feet though you
must know that your form is more erect, your flesh
fairer, your powers more various than mine.
But look
over to that farthest court, and tell me what you see?"
" I see six haggard men, nake*d, smeared with ashes,
sitting motionless before six smoking logs of wood.
I see near them on the ground two ash-covered human

heads, belonging to bodies buried to the neck.

I

see a

before the altar of a horrible image holding a pretty

neck under a blade

—

it

falls!

The

blood spurts!

sickening."

"Now
see?"

play, others slumbering in

—

Then you would be an example of reversion.
That is what we are reversionary monkeys. We are
"

—

descended from a race of philosophers, who, having
climbed to be men found their lot intolerable and deliberately developed themselves, not into the original type,

but into a similar one which should avoid certain disad-

—

vantages of the arrested form the monkey that never
was (and now never can be) man."
" How stupid I am!
Only this morning, examining
certain repulsive idols

and meditating on the

nessed around them,

I

thought

meant

to

to

suggest

it

it

a

rites

wit-

happy discovery, and

Haeckel, that

this

all

And now I
who renounced

'

religion

'

mon-

originated with monkeys.

find that

keys are the dissenters

such inhuman

humanity."
not credit our race with martyrdom. It was all
work of evolution, though not by natural selection.
was by human selection. It is much more comfort-

the

able to be worshipped than to worship, to be sacrificed
to than to sacrifice."

" Will you please
this

look around you in this court

— what

do you

tell

me more

pilgrimage of your race

shall

—

—

is

al

—

—

It

monkeys

each other; and all surrounded by beautifully carved
symbols of nature and poetic legends."
" If you were compelled to choose which you would
be, permanently, nol with a view to change or reform,
but for life
one of those half-buried, butchering or forever motionless fakirs or one of those merry monkeys?"
" I should unhesitatingly choose the monkey's lot."

It

here,

saw

little kid's

of

"Do

just

Ceylon and India."
"Recently while he was

man

group

the sunshine, others quietly seated together, or caressing

Haeckel?"
"

A
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"

I

to

of this great odyssey,

humanity, and

That depends on your standard

— what

of high and

Have you ever changed your faith? "
"Yes; I was once a Methodist; then
That

will

do

a

low.

Unitarian

"

Christian; then a
"

to

say? a plane beyond or below it?"

my

for

purpose.

When

you were a

Methodist your god was the stream of tendency that

Methodism whatever helped that was good
ideal was a world converted to Methodism.
That faith abandoned, your divine stream makes
against Methodism a Methodist world were the reverse
of ideal.
So with your discredited Unitarianism. So
long as the human form is your standard of perfection
you cannot have any other ideal.

makes

and

for

fair;

;

your

;

" I confess

it

human

appears to

me scientifically demonstrable

supreme form."
" So, it seems, you once thought Methodism among
forms of religion. I have already admitted the superiority of the human powers.
But superior for what?
Is the purpose for which each creature's best has been
selected and combined in one form a good or a bad one?
If it be a contrivance for misery, then like the next most

that the

is

the

perfect combination in nature, the serpent, the evil

commensurate with the

perfection.

is

Take another look

THE OPEN
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at

empow-

our fakirs over there, and see what they are

COURT.

human

consciousness

— that

ered to do with their admirable joints, hands and senses.

spection of a selfhood

We

What Buddha

monkeys of

the temple have powers adapted

happiness and harmlessness

we

our friendly community;

in

have not imagination enough

terrors

to

to see the supernatural

which paralyze those poor men; our hands are

not skillful enough to
relative;

handsome

ing an oyster

As

kill kids.

as

handsome

for beauty, that

To one

does.

is

starv-

Our morphologicorrespond with advantages. Our resemlovlier than

is

cal inferiorities

men

blance to

is

suggests

its

pearl.

them

to

shrunken ancestor?, and they serve

we

that

are

their

Our silence

us.

vents their discovery of our ignorance.

We

pre-

belong' to

Thus they become

their adorable realm of mystery.

our liveried ministers, while gaining support by that
service

— the

humanest,

your

in

sense,

Benares.

in

is,

perpetual morbid intro-

made up

of fictitious conceptions.

revealed to those

who

marriage, industry, birth, endlessly accumulated

forces;

a chaos and called

every mind and

it

This chaos, reflected in

order.

heart,

made

torture-rack

that

'

by

not be done

suicide; for there

survival of the non-suicidal.

would

quisitely contrived engine of torture

explain what

as a transitional

I meant
monkey.

just
I

now by describing myself
have not yet been able to

Of all here
bear some lingering burdens of humanity.

men, is resolved that their race shall conBut our philosophic fathers saw that the great

tinue.
evil

was

this diseased

their time and place
bit

by

bit,

consciousness.

— could only be

3'on

naked

fakirs

killing

alone

the ground.

have,

Chimpanzee an engagement

your gain.
of death,

The

which

is

dwellers

in this court

apprehension.

ing consciousness of

its

approach,

my

loss

still

and

less

tortur-

any horror,
In the ab-

it.

wakeful ambition, of envy, of asceticism, of conventional morals hostile to nature, we never
know disease; we never die but once. When one dies
of old age the regret of survivors is not agony. As
strife, of

I may say that though, individually, I am a link
between these and humanity, my hope and aspiration

proof

their direction, not in that of these care-ridden, ter-

lie in

rorized people of Benares.
I

cannot speak.

Your

Of your own

foreign race

people, perhaps, are free from

from competition, from anxiety about the future or
speculation about the unknowable.
To me
have been transmitted traditions of such torments which

fear,

sleepless

led

our ancestors to undertake their journey to Nir-

vana."
"

I

cannot say that

such pains,

vana; that

my

distant people are free

from
But you speak of Nirwhich Buddha pointed the

fears, speculations.
is

the goal to

burying their

kids,

1

understood; and exchanging with

audibly to the priest

for the

morrow

— took my departure.

— quite

my
in-

The Chicago

Society for Ethical Culture held

nual meeting on Friday night
ports

last,

its

an-

and encouraging

re-

were made of the Society's progress.

Had

there

been no deficit at the beginning of the year, the society
would have been able to meet its entire current expenses
in the treasury.
Comparawere made showing the growth of the
society in numbers and financial resources from the beginning, which was a little over four years ago. Especially gratifying was the report of the publication committee, showing a wide and large demand from all parts
of the country for the published lectures.
Another
woman was added to the Board of Trustees, in addition
The meeting was held
to the two elected a year ago.
in the .Society's cozy rooms at 45 Randolph street, and
The next number
there was a gratifying attendance.
of The Open Court will contain some account of the

and have a balance of $170
tive statements

celebration

of the

fourth

anniversary of the Society,

which occurred on Sunday

last.

Mr.

Salter and his

supporters are doing a noble work worthy of

all

encour-

agement.

way."
" It is.
It was while listening to him
Park over there that our ancestors resolved

vana.

so ex-

their artistic

escape the sting

They have no

hereditary or other, of dangers beyond

sence of

is

— the

in

them by disuse, and those merry
monkeys dancing amid the flowers."
Just here the Brahman appeared, and bowed low to

I

It

— and

—

aside,,

bodies, or paralyzing

I

to converse.

that the)'

by laying

evolution through 2,500 years marks the distance be-

tween

evolve so far as those around me.

power

Of
rid

mechanism of consciousness

the

still

fur instance, this

necessarily be a

Nature, indifferent to the

regret our existence."

me

called

Because phantasmal gods had made existence a hell, the blessed Buddha cried, Escape from
existence; enter into Nirvana!'
This obviously could
consciousness.

sufferings of

"But you die like men? You must grieve for loss
your children, your wives, your friends?"
" Your remark touches an important matter.
Let

uni-

fictitious

were organisms created by phantasms incarnate in priestcraft, made potent by superstition; their
consciousness was of virtues that were sins, and of sins
that were virtues.
Non-existent gods shed desolating
verse; they

Freed from the struggle for existence, we can fraternizeWe toil not, nor spin, yet we are fed and clothed. We
are not anxious for the morrow.
We are not ambitious
to get ahead of one another.
There is more than
enough sunshine and sweetmeats for all. None have to

of

heeded, was that

they lived, moved, had their being, in a

That, they found, involved

in the

Deer

to seek Nir-

escape

from the

"Herbert .Spencer as a Thinker" will be the subject
by Prof. Richard A. Proctor in the next

of an article
issue of

The Open Court.

a
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many knowledge-spreading methods

the

art has

more

Salle Street (Nixon

The

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY

be so

journalistic press

UNDERWOOD,

SARA

UNDERWOOD,

A.

Editor and Manager.

than

this direction

a

It

land, since

The leading object of The Open Court is to continue
the work of The Index, that is, to establish religion on the
basis of Science and in connection therewith it will present the
Monistic philosophy. The founder of this journal believes this
will furnish 'to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously defined,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
assumption, or anv limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the conditions of human thought impose.
The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotry a liberal spirit,
With
for sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers of the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind.
While Contributors are expected to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible only for editorial matter.
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postpaid to any part of the United States, and three dollars and
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be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders.

14,

1887.

it

whom

of education, and to

say so"

who

represents the discoverer of the art of printexultantly crying anent that discovery:

race now, Fust's child!
mission! "

High,

O

printing,

Han'

no other source;

the

of

among

interest in science

brought

it

who

those

spreads abroad the differing opinions

highly educated,

awakens new thought

The same

wings?

aids

new impetus

impersonality, since

to further acquisition

speed to the world's farthest corner

—

tit

quoqiic sense of resentment or

angry dissent which would be felt towards an individual..
Such is the true mission and work of journalism outside
its
other wide work of a business and commercial

No

number of the daily papers of to-day can fail to
be impressed with another side of journalism, or can

arts" remains
jjients, the

—

trivial

its

treatment of great questions;

dealing with grave issues;

still

key to

The

all

levity

oppose

its

its
its

villification of the characters of

measures;

which

in

no

its

way

inquisitorial

belittlement of modest viitue and
vice.

we

All this

prying

concern the public,

homage

its

can only consider

as;

vicious journalism.

art preservative

knowledge and

its

questionablj political

its

to successful

of

all

one of man's most splendid acheiveall

its

its

who

welfare;

— gross fable

That

words can too highly overrate the mission of
"

inclination leads them
news departments of a

large

into private affairs

No less than pure fact to impede, neutralize,
Abolish God's gift and man's gain!"

Fust's great discovery.

of"

can speak to men's consciences

it

without arousing that

those

Cause falsehood to range just as widely. What raids
On a region undreamed of, does printing enable
Truth's foe to effect! Printed leases and lies

May

in

knowledge by heralding the endowments, the discoveries and inventions of far away brother thinkers; and
its power as a teacher of men is enhanced by its own

sentations of facts;
print furnish truth

an

from

must bring promise and fulfillment of harvest in brain
fields that were elsewise barren.
It disseminates widely
the stories of individual sorrow and joy, grief and
gladness, and so preaches forcibly the brotherhood of.
man, and appeals to the otherwise untouched common
sympathies of humanity; it gives to even the most

prejudice;

again:

"Through me does

it

panderings to popular ignorance and
encouragement of the evil passions and
baser attributes of man's nature; its wilful misrepre-

—

'

And

creates

minds; it sows broad-cast the winnowed
seed-thoughts of great minds in such generous ways as

methods;

—

It

can learn of

inquisitive

in

Man

little

have no other means

competent."

of the world's thinkers, and

press

and holy

advantage, or hatched so to speak
Strange serpent, no cygnet ?
Tis this I debate."
I

who know

in

the.

in

help noting the average low moral tone of the daily

But anon, makes him doubtfully question:
"

more powerful
and colleges

the infallible and incontrovertable dictum of

is

their "consensus

But none whose business or

" Go, run

Thy
Thy

of "light

advertiser and agent, and investigator of crime.

In one of his recent poems, "Fust and his Friends,"

first

genuine:

a

the shibboleth "the papers

to acquaintance with the general

ing, as at

is

the.

more-.

is

—

reaches and teaches those

of schools and colleges, those

VICIOUS JOURNALISM.
Browning

is

the schools

all

which

though it should
powerful influence in

Associate Editor.

THURSDAY, APRIL

to

none

signification

already

is

much larger measure —

in

the education of the people.
B. K.

effective,

"Lucifer" in that word's double
bearer," and the spirit of evil.

by

Street,

given birth none

is

formidable than modern journalism, which

Fortnightly Journal.

Published every other Thursday

I-';

good.

And

of

it

is

often necessary in the interest of law...

order, morality and the public

of

crime,

but

when no

its

good

to record the details

detection and punishment,

public interest

is

we

concede:

subserved, no necessary.

i
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3o

moral pointed, no

knowledge to be gained, no
what is offered as sensational
its patrons by any journal, it would be in the
of morality if such news were withheld.
real

earnest warning given in

news

to

interests

For

we have

instances of such vicious journalism

not far to look.

Before us

of recent clip-

a pile

lies

pings from some of the most reputable journals of the

The

day.
to

limits of this article will not

permit reference

a sample of
columns of such matter which finds its way into prominent place as news of general interest in leading papers;
hut to enforce our meaning we give the ''"ist of a few
of these.
A dispatch from New York, March 20,
gives the name and place of residence of a wealthy lady
of unsound mind who wrote a foolish love-letter to a
a

tithe

public

functionary, and,

was printed

story

and

of these,

in the

these are only

the dispatch states,

"as the

1

papers' a rascally fellow

the basis of a blackmailing

scheme

made

from the Record commenting on the personal
appearance of some of the unhappy inmates of the State
prison, and describing their occupation and their bearing.
I do not speak of the shame and sorrow that such an
article must inflict upon those by whom some of the
prisoners mentioned are known and loved, for I suppose
that anyone who could write such an article would answer that 'journalism is no respecter of persons.' But
I wish to protest, as a constant reader, against such
news.'
It can do no good, and can have no attraction

extract

'

who

save for those

love to gloat over the miseries of

others."

One

to

fails

understand what possible good can be

done, while seeing quite clearly the suggestions of evil

which may be conveyed to unbalanced or to scheming
minds bv the large space so often given in our newspapers to the marital woes and mistakes of erratic and

which he was
arrested, whereupon "he confessed that upon reading
the story in the papers he thought there was a chance
"to make a hundred' and he succeeded."
Since there

courtship only to leave

was nothing

short time later.

it

for

of interest to the public in the fact of the

poor demented creature's writing such a letter, it ought
not to have been published in the first place, and

morally undisciplined people,

— such, for instance, as the

cases of Bishop, the mind-reader, and that
heiress,

lic,

who

married one adventurer after

him

If these

run off with another a

to

resulted

have suffered

blackmailer, was but a further hint and suggestion to the

necessary for public well-being that

day
of

Another

New York

dispatch a

later explains that the reported suicide of the

son

man was untrue, and was based upon a
which occurred to a worthy youn«- man
hunting, so affixing in the minds of those who

prominent

a

or

A

few days

with startling

later appears

head-lines the details of a foolish or insane freak on the

New York

part of the son of a

would have

resulted in

tion for sanity

-published,

among

did

do

those

who

to the

man's reputa-

witnessed

incalculable

harm

it,

in

but which

•experienced by his respectable relatives, and
the man's

own

unknown.

At

•case

future

shame

the

hurting

where he would otherwise be

a recent trial

one of the lawyers

represented as feeling deeply the references

is

in the

made

him by a popular city paper, angrily
remarking: " That dirty, filthy sheet yesterday reviled
:and insulted me by the publication of a lot of vile caricatures.
And for what? Only because I had been
in

<

regard

loing

my

me

this

to

duty before

God

morning:

'Why

to

my

client.

A

friend said

you shoot that
— ? Why don't you horsewhip him?' Gentlemen,
wait. The day will come when I will meet him face to
Jface, and when I do meet him let him beware."
So of
Kuch vicious journalism crime and further wrong-doing

t:o

may

A
of

don't

yet result.

Boston Advertiser complains bitterly
paper for having "its columns defiled with an

letter to the

that

It is

all

should be given

humane

No

not really

the disgusting

at

whose parents wish

less

length in pa-

which

tastes are the sickening

so frequently

mar

to

keep them

disgusting to people of refined

and brutalizing

ports of "prize fights,"" pugilistic

encounters,"

the columns of journals

re-

etc.,

which

enter thousands of refined family circles.

The

freak which

official, a

harm only

annoying notoriety.

cent girls and youth

-while

family name.

less

details of divorce suits

clean minded.

see the correction, a vile stain on a reputable

the parties

pers which are to enter pure homes to be read by inno-

slight accident

did not

to

themselves, and the families to which they belong would

secondly, the publication of the sequel, the arrest of the
criminally disposed.

artist

days'

had been kept from the pub-

harm would have

far less

young
a few

other day a

young woman,

a

mother, and the

wife of a respectable and worthy man, was arrested for

apparent drunkenness, but on inquiry

it

was found

she was a victim of the chloral habit, contracted by

taking the drug to relieve pain.

She was not

that
first

vicious;

was young and weak, and

in need of strong, loving
uphold her and save her. There was not the
slightest need for her story to get into the papers, yet
there it was, with her name and address and those of her

she

hands

to

husband given,

— a barrier thrown up by vicious journal-

way of reform, hope and happiness. When
any human being, from any cause, is driven to attempt
suicide, we may be sure that he is in desperate straits,
ism in the

and that
death, he

if
is

prevented from finding ease from his pain
in

public pillory

no condition

by having

to

in

bear the further strain of

his case,

with his name and ad-

everyone who had known
exclaim and wonder over. Can

dress, in all the papers for

him in happier days to
any good result from placing the child of tender years,
a transgressor, perhaps, from hereditary proclivities, or
from

evil teaching,

under life-long ban by giving

its

THE OPEN
name and
the day?

the particulars of

enough

It is

show whether

the police records
sary or not, but
after years for

mar

some enemy
effort

the arrest

how

once printed,

if

the honest

case in the journals of

its

that the police judge decides and

hunt up

to

easy

was

it

neces-

will be in

this record

and to

earn a living or to achieve

to

rightly earned success.

may be urged

It

mand

for

that there

an unmistakable de-

is

wrong. A man who has simply a knowledge of books,
which he regards as of more importance to him than the
things of which they treat; who has never penetrated
behind the books and come in contact with nature herself, with the world and its events, with man and his
relations; who possesses merely the instruments of
knowledge, without the capacity to use them wisely;.
who can only repeat what he has read, and makes au-

newspaper world; and a

as impartial caterers to a varied public

tences without giving a valuable thought or suggestion

a

(?),

demand which even reputable

journals have to regard or be driven to the wall by their
less conscientious rivals in the

bound measurably

appetite, they are in justice

since they do not undertake or profess
taste,

131

who can tell all
about the siege of Troy, but feels no interest in the
great issues of to-day; who can construct elegant sen-

such news

demand which,

COURT.

to create public

demanded

but only to prepare the intellectual food

in as appetizing a

manner

to supply,

thority serve in the place of evidence;

world

to the

;

whose

his race is simply of a
by no moral principle or

interest in

kind, animated

sentimental

philanthropic

feeling

— such

man

a

is

properly

not,

speaking, an educated man.

as possible.

for the kind of

Man's most important education he gets daily through

which encourages
literature
literature
which our
youth;
a
corrupts
and
mature vice
in
its
influence
on
so
vicious
recognize
as
law-makers

eye and ear and touch in that great university, the world,

So, too, there

the lower nature of
statute,

tribute

man

pollutes,

that

its

sale

is

forbidden

and heavy penalties incurred by those

Yet the demand

it.

principled and avaricious
its

demand

a decided

is

which poisons and

for

men

it is

who

by-

dis-

so urgent that un-

risk the legal

punishment

sale involves, as well as the contempt of the moral

part of the community in order to

plying

this

Do

demand.

mean

to intimate that there

tween

these

men and

make money

is

only the difference be-

themselves that a wholesome fear

of the law creates?

GENUINE
There

is

a

s.

VS.

growing

that passes under the

in sup-

our reputable journals then

A. u.

SPURIOUS CULTURE.
of "culture."

This

which we are

much
may be

explained in part by the unpractical and dilettanteish

all

Some

students.

are

more

richly

have bet'er opportunities, and iearn more
readily than others.
The results of thousands of generations of observation and study are condensed in languages, governments, religions, moral codes, literatures,
or

and the intuitions of the
is

commonly

Now,

race.

called education

student with these results

in

is

the object of

what

to acquaint the child or

order to enable

stand nature's methods; or, as

Huxley

says,

to

it

under-

"to prepare

the child to receive nature's education, neither incapably

nor ignorantly nor with wilful disobedience, and to un-

symptoms of her displeasure
without waiting for the box on the ear. In short, alE
derstand the preliminary

education ought to be an anticipation of natural:

artificial

distrust as to the value of

name

in

endowed

education."

This natural education
lect in the

is

the instruction of the intel-

— which includes man and his
the universe — and
discipline the will and'

ways

of nature

character and undemocratic spirit of a great deal of the

relations to

so-called culture of the age which, lacking in robust in-

cultivate the affections so that they shall be in

without any noble moral purpose,
tellectual
no
lofty enthusiasm, serves only to
inspired
by
and
widen the gulf between its disciples and the masses, in-

with the highest mental and moral conditions. The
man who is the most truly educated, is he who under-

creasing, on the one side, contempt for the "great un-

acter

washed" pursuing

conformity to which

qualities,

their prosaic avocations, and exciting,
on the other side, aversion to a mere intellectualism
which ignores the hard facts of life, is indifferent to the
condition of the millions, and concerns itself almost
wholly with mere liteiary questions which have but a
remote bearing on the practical questions of the hour.
But it is a great mistake to confound this pseudoculture with genuine culture, which is catholic in
thought, earnest in tone, and progressive in spirit; and
any standard that does not involve a distinction between
them is false and pernicious. There is no culture worthy
of the name which does not include with the acquisition of knowledge, development of the moral nature,
strengthening of the love of right and hatred of

to

stands the most fully nature's methods, and

A

is

most completely

mind may be

is

in

harmony

whose char-

accord with those principles.,

necessary to man's well being.

artificially cultivated

beyond

its

normal

capacity, and at the cost of intellectual vigor and virility.

What

is

needed

reflect, to

more

is

ment and training

scientific culture, the

of the mental

powers

develop-

to observe,

to>

and to apply practically the knowlThis kind of culture strengthens the

inquire,

edge gained.
mind while it gives

it

materials for thought, and incen-

We

do not deprecate the pursuit of
we undervalue the advantages
of wide acquaintance with books; but we wish to emphasize the fact that one may be well versed in the liter-

tives to action.

classical learning,

nor do

ature of ancient and

modern times and

portant elements of a true education.

yet lack most im-

This

is

an age of

THB OPBN COURT.
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and the old conceptions, definitions, and
methods of education quite as much as the old theological creeds need to be revised in the interest of progress.
revision;

London Society

In his late address before the

for

the Extension of University Teaching on the subject
"The Study of Literature," John Morley wisely ob-

of

"There

served:

is

very well

a

known

passage

which

in

consciousness persists as long as the organized brain, and

no longer."
says, "

is

The

"

the production of

Ward

immortality of science," Prof.

the immortality of matter and

phenomena" and

its

motions

in

with them con-

that

sciousness, the product of the eternal activities of the

universe, should not be confounded.
writes, "

I

Morse

Prof. E. S.

have never yet seen anything

in

the discov-

in the slightest

degree sup-

Pericles, the great Athenian, describing the glory of the

eries of science

community of which he was so great a member, says,
We at Athens are lovers of the beautiful, yet simple in
our tastes; we cultivate the mind without loss of manliBut then, remember, that after all Athenian sociness.'

port or strengthen a belief

ety rested on a basis of slavery, and Athenian citizens

refers to the instinct of immortality in savage races as

'•

were able

pursue their love of the beautiful and their

to

minds without

simplicity and to cultivate their

loss of

hard work and

manliness, because the drudgery and

were performed by those who had
no share in all these good things. With us, happily, it
We are all more or less upon a level.
is very different.
service of the society

The

education,

object of

which

my

in

nian level

—

— our

object

— and

is

it

that

opinion raises us infinitely above the Atheto

is

hring the Periclean ideas of beauty and

and of cultivation of the mind, within the
reach of those who do the drudgery and the service and
And it can be done. Do not
hard work of the world.

simplicity,

let

us be afraid.

It

gree impairing the
manliness of
tical

life,

can be done without
skill

the least de-

in

of our handicraftsmen or the

without blunting

numbing

01

the prac-

The Christian Register

April

of

contains a

7

them by eminent

God-given feature of the

after a lost earthly immortal,

persistence of

McGill

University,

spiritual nature yearning
and clinging to the hope

of a better being in a future life."

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt

thinks that the "facts of

modern

trary than favorable

the doctrines of a future life."

to

science are rather con-

Nevertheless, he believes in a conditional immortality,
" the gift of God," but lacks time to explain what he

Dr. B. A. Gould thinks there

means.

ence that should lead to disbelief

is

nothing

in sci-

immortality.

Dr.
Alfred R. Wallace says, " Outs'de of Modern Spiritualism

I

know

of nothing

port the belief

in

in

in

recognized science to sup-

immortality, and though, / consider

Spiritualism to be as truly an established experimental
science as any other,

Asaph Hall

it

is

not recognized as such."

Dr.

thinks science gives no positive answer to

tend

to

strengthen

Coues says " There

is

much

the

modern

belief.

in the discoveries

dis-

Dr. Elliott
of psychic

immortality, but to convert that belief into knowledge."

Prof.

interpretation of nature not

planation of the

but not

facts,

that the

lection of a conversation

beyond the highest

scientific

tion touches the

the best ex-

is

and that "immortality

an unavoidable

is

a proba-

from theism."

inference

Prof. Joseph Leidy regards no question as out of the

difficult to believe in

is

make

the persistence of personal con-

Prof.

sciousness after bodily dissolution.

comb

Simon New-

" inclined to regard the question as lying

wholly

without the pale of science, properly so-called," does not
think modern investigation has brought to light any
facts

bearing upon

it,

and that

been a gradual development
of the continuity of orga

as

lie

is

life,

break

passage from

to

have occurred

consciousness has

if

implied
it

assign any link in the series at which
great a

as

in the

"seems

we
is

theory

difficult to

can suppose so
implied

in

the

mortality to immortality."

Prof. J. P.
Lesley, says " Science cannot pessibly either teach or

deny immortality."
far as

science

Prof. Lester F.

can

Herbert Spencer, according

Asa Gray thinks

pale of science, and he thinks the facts of science

so

but doubts the

Cope
appa-

men, on "Science and Immortality." Prof. James
is of the opinion that there is nothing in science

consideration, that the theistic hypothesis

'•'

a "

it,

Dr. Dawson, of

Prof.

in spite of

science not only to support or strengthen the belief in

against immortality.

new

rent evidence against

our personality.

coveries

D. Dana

it

regard immortality as possible

scien-

series of brief articles, several of

ble,

to

immortality."

in

questions concerning immortality, but that

energies."

"SCIENCE AND IMMORTALITY."

tific

seems

which would

speak

on

Ward

says that

the subject,

the

to

Rev. M.

J.

Savage's recol-

with him, does not think evolu-

problem of personal immortality either
way, and he sees no satisfactory proof of the truth of the
President Barnard, of Columbia College,
latter doctrine.
N. Y., says, " After mature reflection, it seems to me that
The
science has nothing whatever to say to the question.
only basis of our faith in immortality must be found in
A quotation from Huxley's article in the
Revelation."

Fortnig htly /?ei>z'ew, December, 1SS6, raised the question
whether the state of consciousness associated three score
years and ten with the movements of countless millions
of successively different material molecules, can be con-

some substance which has not the proper"matter and force." Huxley's reply is, "As
Kant said on a like occasion, if anybody can answer
In
that question he is just the man I want to see."
commenting on this and other notable expressions of
opinion which it publishes, the Register remarks, " If
unanimity can be found anywhere in these articles, it is
most nearly attained in the general concession that
tinued with
ties

of

science cannot

show

that immortality

is

impossible."
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Mr. Edwin D. Mead, of Boston, who

known

well

is

*33
and

philosophy

systems of

of our readers as a vigorous thinker and writer,
will be in Chicago shortly, and will give a course of five
lectures in Apollo Hall, (Central Music Hall building)

should be competent

45 Randolph. Two of them will be on Dante, one on
Lessing, one on Kant, and another on Carlyle and EmerThey will be given Tuesday and Friday afterson.
This will be a rare
noons, beginning April 29.

limited to this instruction.

to many

The

religion.

representatives

the

of

lecturers

systems

respectively, the freest and fullest criticism should be

encouraged, and the work of the institution should be

The amount

of

money

neces-

sary for the establishment and support of such a school
it

would,

we

believe, be possible to raise.

opportunity for the Chicago public.
#

#

Ernest Renan,

*

in his

Studies in Religious History,

man
grow

speaks of the relation of
Enthusiastic free-thinkers

who

say, "

Let us establish

a few free-thought colleges and universities," should
count the cost and consider the difficulties to be overcome. The president of Harvard University was re-

cently asked as to the cost of starting a similar institu-

"Oh, about

tion.

"Two
When

or three

million dollars,"

five

was the

down and

institution of learning,

the rest within ten years."

contribute several

to

we

can have universities that will

work perhaps than any now can

But

do.

a

college, with half a dozen poorly paid professors and
thirty or

students,

forty

ture

holding about

all

same

the

will ever

gradually

will

and nobler

need

is

familiarity with

such
all

contact with

able

minds, such

schools and phases of thought, and

•such access to the best results of scholarship as can be

had only

in

ample endowments.
have more familiarity with

large universities with

They ought, indeed, also to
own literature than can now be

our

we know, in
not

new

any

colleges so

•old ones, the

For

institution.

much,

this

new

as

obtained, so far as

purpose

we

need,

professorships in the

establishment of which seems feasible, with

the condition that the incumbents should be chosen by
a board of trustees

composed

of the original givers of

the money and their successors, said board to fill its own
•vacancies and make its own appointments forever.
Where this cannot be done free-thinkers might do what
the

Unitarians did at Ithaca and

Ann Arbor

a missionary to give scholarly lectures

—

weekly

settle

to

the

students, distribute their literature and spread their views

by personal
•education
•only to

is'

The general flow of public
much in our favor that we need

intercourse.

already so

broaden and enrich

us as to attempt to support

it.

Nothing

little

is

ought to set our faces against every school or college which dwarfs and cramps itself at the start by the
narrow aim of propagandizing any kind of sectarianism,

Our

public schools are greatly

danger from sectarian rivals, who should have no
support from us.
If
there is any want that we are
•especially bound to supply, it is that of better teachers
.and text-books.
At the same time there is need of a
broad unsectarian institution for instruction in all the
in

exclude supernatural belief, but
it

superstition that have through so

Man

who

is

The aim

Intellectual cul-

will but

grow grander

many

ages enshrouded

not subject to the caprice of an unseen being

looks upon his struggles and sufferings with indif-

But he is a part of, and dependent upon the
whole universe, and his duty is to conform himself to
the order of progress and development which the universe is following.
To strive faithfully for the supreme
good is virtue; to seek to bring about the higher development of man is the work of the world.
ference.

^

^

#

The Problem of Evil: An Introduction to the
Practical Sciences, by Daniel Greenleaf Thompson, of

New

York, will be issued in May by Longmans & Co.,
London. This work will be looked for by many with
deep interest. Mr. Thompson is known among thinkers
by his Psychology, the ablest and most comprehensive
work on the subject that has appeared from the pen of
any American author. It is a work of 1,193 pages, in
two volumes, published by Longmans & Co. in 1SS4,
and inscribed to

his distinguished

relative in the follow-

ing language:
These volumes are inscribed by

memory

a

kinsman of

a later genera-

Benjamin Thompson, Count
ltumford, a philosopher, statesman and benefactor of mankind, a
great prophet, who, while living, was not without honor save in
his own countrv, and upon whom, dead, that praise justly due to
a merit almost unrivalled among men of science has been but
tardily and incompletely bestowed both by his own family and
his countrymen at large.
tion to the illustrious

of Sir

so bad for

sectarian institutions.

We

philosophical or other.

higher.

as intellectual culture dissipates the mists ot

views, must of necessity be small and narrow, however
What our young men and
large and broad the name.

women

to the universe.

religion will never be excluded,

it.

free-thinkers are willing

better

humanity

reply.

million dollars to found and support a broad, unsectarian

do

of

fire of two March
A.
Harris,
D.D., considers
J.
the general ideas of the movement in The Church
Magazine (Philadelphia, Hamersly & Co. ), and Rev.
Welford L. Robbins criticises Dr. Stanton Coit's article
on "The Final Aim of Moral Action," which appeared
in the English philosophical quarterly Mind, July, 1SS6,
Both are a great improvement
in the Church Review.
on ordinary theological polemics, though neither goes

Ethical culture draws the critical

Episcopal reviews.

very deep.

Rev.

i
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THE RATIONALE OF PUNISHMENT.
BY CELIA

The

forms of punishment: "Civilized

WOOLLEY.

P.

practical benefits arising

that the protection of society

from the new science

nowhere more manifest than
improved methods of reform employed in our

in the

of sociology are

care of

It is not,
the poorer and disorderly classes of society.
which
punishment
of
reform
and
methods
of
however,
I

wish

speak

to

lying principles
It

paper, but rather of those under-

in this

which determine and explain methods.
life, our theory of man, his na-

our philosophy of

is

ture and conduct,

our

of

acter

which goes

relations

far to

with

determine the char-

our fellow-beings.

The

parent must of necessity train the child according to his
views of the child's nature and destiny. If he regards
it

as the child

instinct

surmount

of sin and wrath, totally depraved in every

desire, he will

and

wish with

its

endeavor
his

at

every turn to

own more

enlightened

hedge it about with a system of restraints
and
to break rather than guide and educate
checks,
and
There
are not many present households where
will.
the
authority, to

this

gloomy theory

on

the

is

Where

held.

believing

of severity,

side

parents once erred
the

child to be

creature of evil impulses, an interloper in

dom, the parent of
the heir of

regarding

his

offspring as

the ages, and intoxicated with the idea

all

of individual

to-day,

a

God's king-

liberty, errs,

with equally grave

on the side of generosity and

a wider survey of society in general, here also
which defines our relation to the
philosophy
our
it is
If we look upon these
criminal
classes.
and
unfortunate

many

vicious malcontents, with an natural tendency

and crime, we shall have, no hesitaonly those methods of punishment
applying
tion in
right
of self-defense; while if, on the
on
the
based
to

lawlessness

we

other hand,

ishment, a

work

regard the criminal as an unfortunate

power to control, the
ward of the community in which he lives,
seek relief in those milder methods of reform

to insist that

so popular

among

the times.

Taking middle ground between these two

certain sentimental philosophers of

kinds

as the sign of the remaining brutishness of man, not yet

outgrown from the conditions of his animal origin, the
only means of cure seems to lie in the slow, safe processes
of general education, where the methods of wise restraint
are united to those which aim to reform and develop
Thus we see that while the
the individual character.
theory of punishment is only indirectly concerned with
the question of methods,
object.
[.

firings

What,

then,

is

it

while

terrent principle,

ist,

to set

an ex-

as the deterrent

all

it

Mary Carpenter

and

careful

is

punishment should include the de-

should never be associated with a

Walter Crofton makes the object
amendment and example.
At the risk of seeming presumptuous, after quoting
from so many distinguished sources, I must say, that tomy own mind the distinction between the two principles
underlying all punishment is made clearer when we describe the one as vindicatory and the other as the
reformatory.
Let no one hastily assert the identity of
this vindicatory motive with the vindictive, for though
the two words are partially connected in the latin root T
time and long association of the different ideas they
represent, has sufficiently distinguished them from each
vindictive motive.

Sir

of punishment two-fold, that of

other.

The

objects

fense,

of punishment are plainly only two,

and the amendment of the character of

The

offender.

bears a direct relation to the

is

simply

the

incidental,.

one which serves an excellent purpose, but can never
made a direct object of punishment, since society has neither the right nor duty to punish for the sake
of setting an example.

All punishment being two-fold then in
the

first,

or the vindicatory,

is first

object,

its

not only in the order

naming, but in that of necessity. The principle of
is one of imperative first choice among or-

ganized communities as with the individual. Society
must protect itself against all encroachments upon its
hard-won peace and safety before it can attend to the
It may be admitted withneeds of its special members.
out detriment to the main argument, that in the long
run this protection is best secured by the employment of
those means which tend to improve the general standard
of conduct, and that the vindicatory end of punishment
the reformis, in the final result, attained only through
atory; but this does not obviate the necessity of those

coercive measures

which contribute

to the security of

to-day.

Of

the object of punishment?

R. Brockway, a practical philanthropist, who
eminent ability as well as experience to bear on

deterrent principle

justly be

of

all

merit, the objects of punish-

3d, to reform the criminal.

self-defense

extremes, and looking upon criminal practice of

much

of

principle; 2nd, to prevent a repetition of the offense,

victim of circumstances he has no

shall

but the effective protection requires

ment are described as three in number;
ample to society, generally spoken of

irresponsible

we

*

the protection of society against a repetition of the of-

Taking

as so

*

sentiment concedes-

the main purpose of im-

one of two conditions, the reformation of the criminal or
In Cox's Principles of Punhis continued detention."

results,

weak indulgence.

*

prisonment

is

these

two motives underlying punishment the

vindicatory had at

first

exclusive sway, and

gradually supplanted by the reformatory as

the discussion of such themes, in an address before the

progressed

National Prison Congress, a few years ago, spoke as
follows of imprisonment, and the same applies to all

this

which

that the

in

the order of

leads

many

humane

has been

man

civilization.

has
It

is

zealous philanthropists to declare

reformatory principle will

in

time,

entirely
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supplant the vindicatory, but here,

seems

it

to

me, they

greatly misapprehend the nature of the problem in hand.

The

belief so ardently cherished

reformers that the criminal

is

by

a certain class of

more

a creature

unfortu-

nate than guilty, the victim of circumstances, " society's

mistake," as he has been called, bids

fair to

become one

of the popular social superstitions of the age.

In the old theology

we were

man's carnal nature which lay

at the

imperfectly understood,

we

new

was

it

bottom of

misconduct; under the guidance of the

all

his

philosophy,

are in danger of reaching

the other extreme, attaching the

blame of

all

that

is

false

our surroundings to the universe in general.

and

evil in

We

need a revival of the doctrine of free agency which

is

not so incompatible with the teachings of

science

as

we

Above

are apt to imagine.

the merest tyro in real experience of

is

men and

classed

in the

logical

motives. Knaves and fools are properly
same category since both are deficient in

understanding, contenting themselves with the nearer,

growth of character and honest

and motives than he had ever learned before, when he

man who invented truth
much cunninger fellow than I took him to be."
The contrast afforded in the teachings of the Jewish

was

a

and Christian Scriptures on

the

structive suggestion for us.

The

serves only to harden the nature

salutary only as

by the one

to

its

whom

meaning
it

is

Punishment

authority.

all

is

is

intelligently understood

administered.

"

Ah, parents!"

exclaimed Charles Kingsley, " Are there not real sins

enough in the world without your defiling it over and
above by inventing new ones?" This is indeed the result of many present modes of punishment.
Instead of
curing the old sins we invent new ones by setting up a
host of arbitrary standards and meaningless rules which
bear no relation whatever to real right and duty. A
newspaper anecdote illustrates this point: Two bovs
were on their way to the river in search of a half day's
amusement, one of them in direct disobedience to his
father's command.
He was reminded by the other of
the probable consequences of this act, and his reply

evinced the

spirit of

"what is
fun."
What,

modern boyhood. "Pooh," he exminutes' whipping to four hours

claimed,

five

of

indeed, from

What

the

boy's

standpoint?

connection was there in his mind, except the most

forced and arbitrary, between a half day's sport at wad-

ing and fishing and the threatened punishment?
felt

He

thine eye shall not pity, but

The

history

we

read in the annals of the police-court,

we

him weighing the risks and chances attendant on
his peculiar method of making a living with consummate
coolness and skill.
To him the rewards of cunning and
dishonesty more than balance those of virtuous industry,
find

mercy

laid

down

poor," " If a

man

the other also."

The

the culture nor experience

habitual criminal has neither

which teaches the

relative

life,

eye for

shalt love thy

thou hast and give to the

have in these representative statements of belief, law
and gospel as it pertains to the particular department
of ethics we are considering. This division of the law
and gospel, crudely as it is set forth in the popular theology of the day, is not so artificial as at first appears.
Nature as well as religion has her law and gospel, her
instinct of justice

man

experience

and her

we may

instinct of

mercy.

also note this

In

with that of a loving charity.

all

hu-

same divided im-

pulse to action, and the highest philanthropy

which wisely blends the two; the

that

is

instinct of strict justice

Neither the Jewish nor

Christian scheme, taken alone, contains a complete code

In the

of practical morality.
tion

is

first

the sense of retribu-

too strong, tyrannizing over every gentler feel-

ing; while in the second

we

are in danger of losing

it

altogether in the undue emphasis placed upon the duties
of self-sacrifice, patience, etc.
tinues to serve,

its

Yet each

served, ard con-

part in the evolution of conduct.

Herbert Spencer justly makes the formation of character the primary object of

all

restive propensities, to awtfken

"

education.

To

curb

dormant sentiments,

to

strengthen the perceptions and cultivate the

tastes, to

encourage

finally to

this feeling

am! repress

develop the child into a

man

that, so as

of well-proportioned and

—

harmonious nature this is alike the aim of parent and
In the same connection he adds: " Character
is the thing to be changed rather than conduct.
It is not
teacher."

the deeds but the feelings

and excitement.

go for

smite thee on one cheek turn to him
Taking the two systems together we

that requires dealing with."

risk

"And

words,

in the

"Thou

in the precepts,

as thyself," "Sell all

but the incidental inconveniences in a

given over to

shall

hand for hand, foot for foot."

while the pains and penalties attaching to discovery are
life

life

in-

stands for that

first

second, on the other hand, teaches that unqualified

neighbor

himself to be in the hands of a superior force, to

which he must submit, but to defy and circumvent which
was the free and glorious privilege of every self-respecting boy.
Turning to that child of larger growth, whose

for tooth,

an

this subject contains

eye, tooth

it

of the

contritely observes that "the

power of choice between good and evil. Punishment
of all kinds should be made to bear the relation of effect
otherwise

the

in

characters in an old play, the rogue who is entrapped
and discovered, betrays a profounder knowledge of men

bare and poor idea of justice evinced

and create disrespect for

place

in

One

reputation.

youth of our day, and the criminal and unruly orders of
society should be taught that within themselves lies the

to cause,

or stolen,

triumphs achieved

lasting

modern
all,

won

fleeting good, the success cheaply

of the difficult but

taught that

35

knowledge of

In spite of his boasted

values of things.

the world he

x

the

same import when he

from which the deeds spring
Richter has a thought of

says, "

What you

the child's obedience, but his inclination to

desire
it,

is

not

love, trust,

—

:

i
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self-denial, the reverence for the
cellent, but

principle

would

I

insist on, that in

carefully instructed,

guard of

all

All this

best."

is

ex-

does not diminish the importance of the

it

" Character

character.

quiring his submission to rightful authority.
overt acts, his external conduct which she

is

It

is

his

obliged to

inward motive and disposition,
though these are, in their place, the proper subjects of
her care. Though in a certain sense it is true, it is by no
not his

of,

means enough

to say that society

Society

or that evil condition.

responsible for this

is

a myth, an intellectual

is

abstraction, a glittering generality.

men and women composing

it,

human

Its

are the only real thing
all

it,

We

are

living

a

in

new

era

of social

experiment where the sentimentalist
place with the old time fanatic.

wrong

like slavery

is

to

life

The work

May

When

monstrous

a

we

be done away with

of the reformer of to-day

tively easy to sign a historic
tion of

Independence, to

document

require

like the Declara-

set free a million serfs, to strike

These are the
great leading events of history, but about which cluster
a host of complex problems on whose just solution hang
those promises of benefit to the world which the first

the shackles from the black man's wrists.

contain.

The

present

is

the age not of great, bewilder-

ing achievements or marked changes in the moral progress of

man, but

close then with the old appeal for a

of this and every age

power.

Teach

is

reawakened

The

great need

that of a righteous, intelligent

the child and the criminal,

also a child in understanding, that the merit

who

is

and blame

of their conduct rest chiefly with themselves, and that
the reward or punishment jvhich follows

avoidable result of their

own

while they are but units

in the

is

but the un-

Teach both, that
community to which they

action.

belong, they are none the less active, responsible agents

and circumstances.
Teach them also that as they are but dependent parts of a single whole, the wisest self-interest is
therein,

and not the passive

tools of fate

coincident only with the general good

;

that respect for

impossible to overestimate the importance of such

it is

may

possible in both.

must not be forgotten

It

paradoxical as

that,

it

sounds, a free-

may develop into a dogmatist, and the
or teacher who imposes his thought upon

thinker

free-thinking

parent

the

mind of

child or pupil because he himself has achieved freedom, shackles

mind

as

surely

admits no question of the

For what

is

as

who

the orthodox professor

infallibility of his belief.

freedom?

not the acceptance of free-thought

It is

it even the choice of such opinwhich makes such a choice possible, and which in itself presupposes the existence of at least two
distinct possibilities.
Freedom implies the existence of the pos-

opinions as held by others; nor

that mental condition

it is

sibility

bility

is

of choice; choice includes doubt, consideration, the possi-

of conflict; without these freedom

Yet how few

how few

and

still

my

subject, but

impossible.

is

fewer teachers, recognize this

will frankly say to child or pupil

upon a given
result of

parents,

:

do not ask you

I

"

Such

is

to adopt

my
it.

opinion
It is

the

experience and maturity, but in that respect only

more valuable than yours.

I

must

tell

you

that others of

is

my

and equally mature, hold views directly opposed to mine; I
endeavor to show you the grounds for both opinions, and
with you, after such explanation, lies the responsibility of choice;
that is your inalienable right of freedom."
age,
will

Yet,

if

this

not done, the very fact that parent or teacher

is

a free-thinker lessens the possibility of freedom for the

Probably the reason

why

rarely equal their parents in the

accept the opinions which

make

is

younger

the children of great thinkers

same

direction, lies in this.

They

atmosphere of their lives,
and do not realize the conditions which determined their choice,
and acceptance in such circumstances is not freedom.
In all ages the descendants of reformers have lacked the zeal
of their fathers. Every enthusiast asks sadly, " who will carry on
my work?" realizing that the very minds formed by his teaching may lack that which inspired his own, viz., the existence of
distinctly opposing elments.
Free-thinkers, if in less danger than orthodox professors ot
over-estimating their beliefs, may yet in their enthusiam err in
somewhat similar fashion. Hegelians, Aristotelians and Rosmi-

we all know, hold
own views, and wage

nians can,
of their

the

very tenaciously to the superiority
as acrimonious a warfare in their

behalf as the staunchest Tractarian or Presbyterian.
Unless, indeed, " a man's reach exceed his grasp," where

freedom

The

is

for his pupils.

ideal educational

atmosphere must always be that of free
recognize and include views of every

and regard for the rights of others are
duties of paramount importance.
Thus shall we impart

discussion,

to each that rational conception of life, that enlightened

pupils the absolute, unshackled

just authority

not be possible to be too san-

it

Would, in point of fact, an atmosphere of unadulterated "free thought" conduce to the healthy
growth of free-thought principles?
The advantages of mental growth in free-thought schools and
colleges as compared with those of orthodox establishments, would
be equal to the advantages for muscular growth in country life
as compared with city life, but that is all.
Healthy growth is
guine as to their results?

mind.

of slow and steady growth.

sense of personal moral accountability.

While

ions;

of a slow and

is

I

institutions as he proposes,

equally out of

is

plodding order, because he has a more intricate problem
It is comparato solve than any of his predecessors.

will

Morris Plains, N. J.
venture a few remarks suggested by Prof. Davidson's
paper upon Free-Thought Education?
the Editors

the younger

and

those heroic methods that belong to social revolution.

I

FREE-THOUGHT EDUCATION.
To

factors,

on whom devolves the responsibility of
failures and triumphs.

about
its

CORRESPONDENCE.

the thing to be

is

Society cannot wait
a thing of slow growth.
man's principles are correctly formed before re-

take note

the greatest

itself is

the spirit of obedience,

is

until a

the

view of conduct and duty which in
aid to a happy and useful existence.

the fundamental help and safe-

lies

changed rather than conduct," says Mr. Spencer, but
would it not be more correct to say, " Character is
Charthe thing to be changed along with conduct."
acter

COURT.

which

shall

kind, even those opposed to

its

own

principles,

and permit

exercise of individual

to its

choice,

—

THE OPEN COURT.
—

which is freedom an institution in which there shall be no
dominantism even of philosophy in which, if after acquiring
knowledge of different opinions the student (exercising his
inalienable right of choice) prefers the shackles of orthodoxy
will retain the respect of his teachers.

Mr. Davidson instances the earnestness of

Roman

Catholics

in the establishment of exclusive schools as a worthy example for
But while cordially admitting this, does not the
free-thinkers.

such special schools has
fostered the bigotrv and narrowmindedness of Romanists, and may
there not be a possible danger, even if in less degree, of philosophic
reflection arise that the very existence of

bigotry in institutions exclusively devoted to the children of freethinkers, who already in their own homes enjoy the atmosphere

freedom and perhaps
very element necessary
of

find

in-

orthodox schools and colleges the

Yours

truly,

Janet

MR. CONWAY'S

WORK

the Editors:

London

is

less interesting

a central figure in

its

pulpits.

IN

E.

Runtz-Rees.

London, Eng.
since Mr. Conway has ceased to be
Permanency of occupation, as you

—

be an entirely orthodox publication. W.J. Fox, known subsequently as the great orator of the Anti-Corn League, was then
to

Always having personal friends in the congregation I used what influence I had to promote the election of Mr.
Conway, a preacher whom I believed would sustain the reputation
of the pulpit which Mr. Fox had made famous. This proved to
be true. The other day an article opened in one of our chief
journals saying, " The chapel where Mr. Conway preached—certhe preacher.

remarkable meetings have been held." Just as used to be
in former years " The chapel where Mr. Fox preached."
Since Mr. Conway left, many persons of mark have occupied his

tain

said

round

manent
rial

in

none have proved

" qualities

to

possess those various "

all

impelling the congregation to choose one as per-

South Place is as free as the Parker MemoBoston. We have no other church like South Place

minister.

Hall

in

England.

Its

congregation

is

absolutely without fear.

Who-

ever has distinctive ideas to proclaim, which have the spirit of
reverence in them, Mr. George Hickson straightway submits

such name for hearing. It is no mean proof of Mr. Conway's
power and versatility that he sustained the interest for 21 years,
of the most cultivated and critical congregation in Great Britain.
I remember when first he came to England, that Mr. Samuel
Lucas, the editor of the Morning Star, who was a brother- in-law
telling
of Mr. Bright, and therefore knew what eloquence was
me that "he had heard a speech of Mr. Conway that he thought
was as eloquent as anything to which he had ever listened." So
far from Mr. Conway's powers abating or his influence decreasing
with years his repute was greater when he left us than it had
been before. In some of his later published sermons there were
passages of eloquence and beauty worthy of our best English
preachers of the days of Jeremy Taylor and South. Mr. Conway

—

—

name of mark in literature. A paper of
Daily News upon London. It was a poem

left also

a

city

his appeared

—

nothing so
and striking has ever been written upon the great
by an Englishman.
George Jacob Holyoake.

in the

fresh, original

This

IDEAL.

F.

BARNARD.

the crowning glory of our lives;

is

That deep within the

soul there lives a thirst,

An

aspiration to the highest,

Of

perfect love.

A

wrought

longing half expressed

For something far above the what-we-know
Or can imagine; making sweetest pain
Of all our incompleteness.
All our souls

Are but

the

shadows of the

And

our

life is

all

souls to be;

but the lesser

life

That grows to greater as it yields to love.
We yearn toward the invisible, we set

Our faces to the East to find the goal,
The something that we call the perfect

ENGLAND.

know, makes the reputation of the pulpits. We have four or five
preachers of mark, and Mr. Conway was always named among
them. Mr. Spurgeon, Dr. Parker, Mr. Stopford Brooke, Mr.
Haweis, are familiar names of notable preachers in London, but
strangers visiting London would also ask for South Place Chapel
while Mr. Conway was with us. He was known as the " American preacher " in London, who attained and sustained a reputaForty years ago I was a seat-holder in South
tion among us.
Place Chapel, when engaged in editing the Rcasoner not taken

platform, but

BY W.

to furnish the possibilities essential for

freedom of choice?

To

THE

—

m

Whose echo moves
And moving molds

Higher thoughts, and deeds

us.

Of nobler purpose, grander,
.These

we

aspire

to,

life,

within us evermore,

we

these

truer lives;
strive to gain.

And ah! the strife is noble, for our paths
Do not lie always where the feet would go;
No, not forever do we journey through
where peaceful

Fair

fields

And

nothing

jars,

but

all

rivers glide to sea

things seek their ends.

Sometimes our guiding star hangs dim and pale
Far in the distance, and our feet are set

Upon the borders of such arid wastes
As seem the very abodes of living death,

And

all

is sown with
overwhelm us.

the air

That rush

to

thick despairs

In such night

The

To
To
Of

voice of duty calls us to obey;

pursue and not be overcome;

still

gird ourselves with high exalted thoughts

our

all

The dawn

And

we

so

lives' fair possibilities.

come when night has spent

will

itself,

brave the darkness waiting dawn.

comes at last and ofttimes with it come
Thoughts of that nobler manhood yet to be,
And of that glorious future world whose laws
Shall sphere themselves in perfect harmony.
It

Then

And

rises

deep emotion

in that highest

Is free

from

all

in the breast,

moment when

the soul

the burden of the world,

Cleared for an instant of Earth's hampering dust,

We

feel a touch.

Yearn toward
Till all

And

all

we

Our

nobler, truer selves

us through the vast that

lies

between,

merged in what might
our love grows ecstacy of faith.
are seems

be,

Poetry can be to man what love is to the hero. It
can neither counsel him, nor fight for him, nor yet do
any special work for him, but it can teach him to be a
hero, summon him to great deeds, and equip him with
the strength for everything that he should be.
Schiller.
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matter of course, if the ethical appreciation takes place, as an
engine is valued according to the effect of its work. The intention with which we act is to Spencer not a primary but a secondary point for our ethical judgment, and then only so far as it

WUNDT'S ETHICS.
Eine Untersuchung der Thatsachen mid Gesetze des

Sittlichen

warrants the probability of future usefulness." Spencer makes the
sequences of an act the test of its ethical value, while Wundt

A careful study of this book is especially to be commended
Englishmen and Americans, among whom utilitarianism is
spread so widely' and is so often thought the only possible theory

wants the motives to be considered.
"So far Spencer does not deviate much from the utilitarians
before him," Wundt says, "but he has added a new aspect to the

of liberal ethics.

problem by taking into consideration the doctrine of inheritance."
"A great difficulty of Bentham's utilitarianism consisted in

El/iik,

Wilhelm Wundt.

Lebens.

Stuttgart, 1886.

to

Wundt

has given

much

attention to the English views of his

In the preface he says:
"The English philosophy of
morals has been to me very valuable, although I must confess
I am, throughout, in opposition
more negatively than positively.
but my conto its individualistic and utilitarian tendencies,
subject.

viction as to the untenableness of this standpoint,

the studv of the English Utilitarians; and he

is

chiefly

due

who knows

to

the

which error has to play, in the development of science will
my judgment contains besides the censure a praise
which is almost equal to the renown of a discovered truth."
Wundt's critique of Jeremy Bentham's theory of ethics based
on pleasure and pain (p. 336, etc.), and that of John Stuart Mill,
the most ingenious disciple of Bentham (p. 341), is very interestpart

recognize that

ing

and,

Wundt
built

should

I

says

:

say,

unanswerable.

Of Herbert Spencert

" Herbert Spencer's entire philosophical

upon the doctrine of evolution.

himself, had conceived

this

system

is

Spencer, as he points out

idea before the publication of Dar-

But at any rate Darwin's views have influenced
Spencer's system greatly, and his later work on ethics shows
traces of Darwin's influence more than his earlier works.
"Spencer's ethical views are ruled by Darwin's ideas of adaptaAccording to the principle of adaptation the
tion and hereditv.
moral is identical with the useful; and the useful again is the adjustment to surroundings and conditions of life. Conditions of life being variable, our moral concepts must undergo constant changes,
and a constant absolute moral code cannot exist, although there can
be no doubt that some acts have been injurious in all times, while
others in all ages have been recognized as useful; similarly, physical organization shows congruities in its different stages of
development."
"It is the principle of adaptation which leads Spencer to a utilitarian relativism which is also to be met with, implicitly, in his
predecessors of a utilitarian character.
But Spencer lays special
stress on the relativity of moral conceptions, and thus reveals two
weak points of utilitarianism. First, there is no discrimination of
the moral, proper, and other forms of the useful which, according
On
to our consciousness, cannot receive an ethical valuation."
page 363 Wundt adds to this: "From this point of view we
win's works.

should be obliged to consider the invention of printing, of the use

showing how egotistic desires may become motives for public
Spencer answers this question by transferring the probutility.
lem from individual experience to the evolution of the race. As
there are innumerable generations at our command the difficulty
In the human race some fundamental moral
is greatly lessened.
conceptions have been developed and are developing still. These
conceptions are the result of experiences as to what proved to be
useful, and are inherited through transference upon the nervous
system."

—

"Against this theory there is only one objection, that the
which is eliminated is less than the difficulty which
*
*
*
If even such elementary data of
introduced.

difficulty
is

partly moral, partly immoral.

are obliged to admit that

many

On

the other hand, as utilitarians

things which

we

are

wont

to con-

merely useful, should be declared to be moral so on the
other hand from their standpoint, many things should be declared
immoral, or at least indifferent, which heretofore were praised as
moral; for instance, if the father of a family or a man whose
place in human society is difficult to fill, makes an attempt at
sider as

;

saving a drowning child at the risk of his

life.

*

*

*

In this

would say not the single action
but the average character of actions must be such

case, to be sure, the utilitarian

must be

useful,

under ordinary circumstances to increase human happiness."
"The second weak point of the ethical adaptation theory consists in its appreciation of the ejfect or result of an act and the
entire neglect of the intention in which it is done.
But 6uch is a
as

perceptions,

space cannot be proven to be innate,

many

moral ideas which presuppose

or

conception

the

how can we

tical

omy

of

speak of inborn

complicated concepts relative

to the acting person as well as to his surroundings. *

*

*

Prac-

neurology is contrasted with such fantastical views, as astronand geography, are with the discoveries of Jules Verne; and

the old theory of idea innatee in

its

naivete, according to

which the

chief subject matters of morals, metaphysics and logics were considered a cradle gift of God,

preferable at least for

is

its

simplicity.

We

acknowledge, therefore, that an important step has been made
in the history of modern English utilitarianism when the idea
of evolution was introduced nevertheless, Spencer's attempt at
deducing the moral development, which may be found in the
progress of civilization simply from conditions of individual
evolution, is best qualified to demonstrate the impossibility of
such an explanation."
;

In

opposition

the

to

utilitarian

theory, altruistic

principles

have been proposed by Hutcheson and Schopenhauer. They
declare only charity and sympathetic emotions with our fellow creatures to be ethical.
All egotism is objectionable. But since
Leibnitz, Kant, Goethe and others pointed out that self-perfection
was one of the duties of man, we should say that the extreme
altruism does
so

Wundt

not afford a tenable principle of morality.

explains

how

And

a kind of moderate altruistic utilitarian-

ism became the ruling opinion of modern

ethics, viz. those of

Germany.

Wundt

of the compasses, of the

steam-engine, of antiseptic ligature as
eminently moral acts. Concerning the invention of gunpowder
and dvnamite we may be undecided, or should say that they are

sensory

consciousness as

divides the sciences

into descriptive and

normative

Descriptive sciences are psychology, history, the natural sciences,
etc.

;

the normative sciences are jurisprudence, logics, aesthetics,

grammar and
as they

ethics.

ought

The former

treat things as they are, the latter

the ought

But

is not quite missing in the
former sciences. From many irregular facts gathered by experience the ought appears as a natural law. So the ought that is
becomes a must. The Norm, congruent with real existence, is
necessity.
In the background of grammar and the other norma-

to be.

tive sciences, logic stands.

ethics,"

Wundt,

moral ought

is

says,

"

"Logic

is

is

only the ethics of thinking;

the ultimate

In establishing the basis of his ethics
individual will, which he contemplates in
tions.

From

normative science, the

the last source of the norm-idea."

this fact as the

original

of action rise which surpass the

Wundt
its

starts

from the

conditions and rela-

datum, motives and norms
and

individual consciousness

point back to a universal will, the bearers of

which are the

indi-

:
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viduals,

and

ends of which the single provinces of indi-

in the

vidual aspirations are comprised.

Omitting Wundt's explanations of his principles of morality,
to the last and practical part of his ethics in which
he propounds a synopsis of the moral norms. They are of (i) individual, (2) social and (3) human character; each of them is subjective as well as objective, and contains as much of a right as of a
duty.

norm

which he formuThink and act in such a way as to never lose your selflates as:
respect.
The objective individual norm is that of duty do your
duty to which you are pledged. The subjective social norm is
what the Bible calls love of the neighbor: respect your fellow being as you do yourself. The objective social norm is the
subjective individual

is

self-regret,

:

community or society {Gemeinsinn).
to the community to which we belong.

interest in the welfare of the
It

requests us to do services

The

humane

subjective

virtue

is

humility.

We

have

to consider

ourselves as mere organs or instruments of our moral ideals.

The

humane

objective

virtue

us to sacrifice ourselves for
the ideal purpose of our

which commands
the purpose which we recognize as
is

unselfishness,

life.

would lead us too far to touch on the details of Wundt's
voluminous work. With this review we can only invite to a
study of the book and heartily wish for a readable English transIt

lation.

In his results
ace, the ethics

Wundt

approaches, as he confesses in the pref-

of the post-Kantian speculative idealism, which

Wundt

is

by no means a mere speculative philosopher, but primarily a scientist, and among scientists
he leads the van on the subject of neurology. He adds in his
preface that there may be more reason to wonder at this outcome,
for he must confess that on other subjects of philosophy similar
results will be reached, which will give credit to the philosophical
work done in the beginning of this century.
" In judging of philosophical doctrines," he continues, "one
should distinguish the everlasting tenor l Inhalf) from its transient formulation 'Form). Philosophical systems, which once impressed deeply the human mind, having arisen in a time of transi-

more noteworthy,

the

tion

and belonging now

as

is

to the history of the past,

should neither be

condemned as chimerical dreams nor revered as eternal truths.
The useless frames of such systems were destroyed, but their vital
and by philosophy
through the reaction of the sciences. Thus
in the general views of philosophy much must be changed, and
in minor details most, perhaps all, is to be corrected; nevertheless philosophy inaugurated the work which had to be temporarily intrusted to the sciences, and philosophy finally will have
ideas took root in all single sciences, and by
will be regenerated

to

consummate

Paul Carus.

it."

A Psychological Study of its Phenomena, Laws,
Causes and Consequences. From the French of Th. Ribot,
author of Contemporary English Psychology.
New York
Appleton & Co., 1877.

Heredity.

Th. Ribot, the director of the Revue Philosophitjue, at Paris,
and one of the most prominent French savants is distinguished
for the breadth and earnestness of his thought.
He has been the
interpreter of the contemporary German and English philosophy
to his countrymen by several meritorious treatises.
His special
department is psychology as it is based on physiological research.
The present valuable work on heredity (which was first printed
by the Appleton's in 1S75,) bears on the same subject.
Ribot
defines instinct to be a composite reflex action,

unconscious

mode

of intelligence.

only habits fixed by heredity
this
it

explanation

is

to

the causes of heredity Ribot believes

psychological instances should be explained from the
physiological cases of heredity.
Physiological heredity, he says,
that the

we proceed

The

With regard

instinct."

1.39

(p. 22);

and explains

Instincts,

it

but he declares

rather vague and inaccurate.

"

As

approaches intelligence and as intellect descends

it

as an

possible, are

is

33) that
instinct rises

it

(p.

approaches

will

be admitted without

hesitation.

materialism, he thinks that his solution

Although
is

this

savors of

reconcilable with philo-

sophical idealism.
No doubt mental manifestations often influence the organism, but heredity belongs to the domain where the

organism influences the mental manifestations. " Heredity thus
understood, appears to us," he says on p. 275, " to be merely one
of the many physiological influences to which mental develop-

ment is subject."
The causes of physiological

heredity are to be looked for in

"The

the law of the persistence of force.

researches

is

that heredity

being in many.
partial identity

is

definite result of these

identity as far as

is

possible;

it is

one

'The cause of heredity,' says Haeckel, is the
of the materials which constitute the organism of
'

the parent and child and the division of this substance at the time
of reproduction.'

Most

"

interesting are Mr. Ribot's investigations

on the consequences of heredity, which is in so close connection with evolution and even is the cause or condition which makes it possible.
Heredity is a form of determinism and vet it leads from the automatic act of animal instincts to the freedom of

human

intelli-

Now, which of the two is at the bottom of phenomena in
nature, mechanism and law or personality and freedom?
At
times we are inclined to say the one, at times the other.
Ribot
concludes with the sentence: "Were we to occupy a higher
standpoint, we should see that what is given us from without as

gence.

science under the form of mechanism,
a-sthetics or

is given us from within as
morals under the form of free-will."
P. C.

Comparative Physiology and Psychology. A Discussion
of the Evolution and Relations of the Mind and Body of
Man and Animals. By 5. V. Clevenger, M. Z?., etc. Chicago:
Jansen, McClurg & Co., 1S85; pp. 247.
The author of this discussion is a scientific thinker well
equipped with a store of accurate knowledge, and quite dexterous in making use of it. Moreover, lie is one of those rare men
capable of disinterested enthusiasm and thorough devotion to
a high cause.
His desire is to acquire so complete a knowledge
of the human organism, and especially of its nervous system, as
will enable him scientifically to understand the precise nature of
mental derangements, hoping thereby todevise ways and means
to alleviate the sufferings of a numerous and most unfortunate
The work touches on almost all bioclass of fellow-creatures.
logical problems, and has an ingenious explanation for most of
them. We readily believe the author when he assures us that
he found it impossible to crowd together in this small compass
all the thoughts contained in his note-books.
Nature is cruel.
"Of fifty seeds she often brings but one to bear; nay, some-

'

times none at

Of

all.

course,

it

is

out of the question

in a brief notice like this

examine every one of the numerous
flowers scattered broadcast from this cornucopia. Theideasare,
however, mostly interesting, some of them verv suggestive, nnd
a few of great and lasting importance; only they will have to be
scientifically proved before they can gain general acceptance.
to take

account,

The following

much

less to

are the

titles

of the

fifteen

chapters of his book:

Introduction; Primitive Life and Mind; Organogeny; (jenesis;

Development; five chapters on nervous and mental physics;
Morphology, Histology, and Evoluton of the Human Brain;
three chapters on mental activities; the Law of Expediency and
Optimistic Conclusion.

Dr. Clevenger,

in

common

with most physiologists and

pathologists of our time, takes psychological
functional

outcomes of the organism, and

in

phenomena

to be

endeavoring

to ex-

——

— —

—

—

—
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phenomena in their connection with vital processes,
he looks upon the latter as the cause of the former, differing here
from psychologists generally, who accept the two-sided asplain such

motor

fibres.
But there exists a newly homogeneous substance
which, as Dr. Clevenger puts it, " the sensory nerves converge,
and from which the motor nerves diverge." This substance is

to

pect as a working

the neuroglia, held by most investigators to be merely connective

going on

tissue

in the

hypothesis. Such and such processes are
organism, and we find them accompanied by such

and such mental phenomena, or vice versa. When (page 202)
Dr. Clevenger defines sensations as "conditions of the molecules
realized in consciousness,"

one might

as well, or

even

better,

turn the tables and assert that molecules, with their positions and
motions, are conditions of the sensations realized in conscious-

The

ness.

investigator

pects, the subjective

is

comparing

his

two corresponding

They

and the objective.

as-

are not the cause

Our author announces chemical

affinity as his

leading prin-

ciple in the explanation of vital processes, but in his chapters

on

the physics of the nervous system, adopts, nevertheless, the undulatory hypothesis.
By means of waves one can explain every-

This doubtful substance is, howan essential manner from conand various observers have already declared it to

nective tissue,

be of neural consistency. The strongest argument against its
nervous character was advanced by Meynert. Huguenin expresses

it

"A

thus:

tissue

a

fact,

which increases

medium

decreases, cannot be the

To

of each other.

and not nerve substance.

ever, found to differ chemically in

Dr. Clevenger very aptly replies:

very substance of

The

all

number as ormore and more the space originally
homogeneous neuroglia, which then was receiv-

ending

the neuroglia, increase in

in

cannot be ascertained, the hypothesis is utterly worthless.
In vital processes we have to do with qualitative distinctions, and
these are of chemical origin. The disturbance set up in a nerve

ing only few relational elements.

by stimulation
tegration.

is

strictly

chemical.

due to explosive disinthe immediate effect of
not undulatory motion.

It is

Functional disintegration

stimulation on any kind of protoplasm

is

—

Dr.

Clevenger's idea, that nutritive assimilation is due to
saturation of chemical affinities, is a great advance towards light
in the total

gard

to

darkness that prevails

this

in biological quarters

most important function.

without explanation, as an occult

It is

vital

with

re-

usually assumed

achievement,

somehow

effected in the unexplored recesses of the

mystery of life. Here
are the vital molecules and here the nutritive pabulum.
Now
shut your eyes. One, two, three, and the dead material of the
pabulum has been magically converted into ever so many other
living molecules.
This is virtually what many biologists teach.
Nutritive assimilation is, in all verify, chemical saturation.
When Dr. Clevenger shall find out how the want for nutritive
saturation arises in the living substance, he will have secured the
most potent help in his attempt to construct biology, deductively,
from primitive function* of life.

Our

occupied by the

The

relation of

the

headless somites of

worms

has been the ambition of mechanical biologists to demonan unbroken continuity between the sensory fibres and the
motor fibres. Dr. Clevenger clearly recognizes what the conse-

quence of this would be. " Consciousness would cease and the
animal become an automaton indeed." Neuroglia is, in truth,
the synthetical substance in which complex mental states are
realized.
It can be almost proved by reasoning that it must be so.
We should like to say a few words on several other ideas of
Dr. Clevenger, but space forbids.

animal organism.
leaves

all

biological

truths;

it

contains the

revolution in the conception of the complex

We

will try to

make

this clear.

Embryology

unknown how

the nerves are formed which unite the different parts of the body.
Histology fails to discover direct com-

munications between the ultimate sensory

fibres

fully

furthered by

his researches.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
The

R. A.

F.

twentieth annual meeting of the Free Religious Associa-

tion will be held in Tremont Temple, Boston, May 26 and 27,
commencing on Thursday, May 26, at 7:45 P. M., in Vestry Hall,
88 Tremont st., with a Business Session for hearing reports, electing officers, etc.
F. M. Holland, Secretary.

INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSIONS.
Your paper

thus far a great success.

is

The Open Court

is

the best periodical

Daniel G. Thompson, New York.
I ever read.
Dr. W. T. Carter,

Louisville.

ism.

I ca'l

The Open Court

— H.

F.

the highest product of our civilization in journal

Bernard.

By the evidence of various omens The Open Court is destined
new era in the literature of free thought. Felix L. Oswald.

to inaugu-

rate a

formed by coalescence of somites; it is not by
chance that the sensory organs have developed in the cephalic
portion.
Its chemical constitution is, at the very beginning of
animal life, superior to all other parts of the body.
By far the most important biological theory advanced by Dr.
Clevenger is that concerning the nature of the neuroglia, which
he holds to be the central organ of consciousness. He says it is
"the seat of the feelings, the meeting place of the sensations, the
part to which waves converge, and from which they diverge in
the institution of vital movements" (p. 121). This theory is by no
means scientifically proved, but, in our opinion, it enunciates,
nevertheless, the greatest of

So we take leave of him,

confident that biological science will be essentially

Capital

and the

initial

title,

original and regal appearance, opulent and imposing, and

promise in every page.

certainly not

germ of a complete

neuroglia

to their

head, gives a correct notion of the paramount value of the latter;
it is

human

It

tebral theory of the skull

tion.

Besides, the

strate

on the same footing as the ver-

which has occupied so many investigators since Goethe and Oken. The cephalic deficiency of the
amphioxus has in our days misled many scientists. The head
of an animal is the most essential and peculiar part of its organism.
An infusorium has already well established head-domina-

fill

sure to be qualitatively vastly superior to that of the ox.

author's intervertebral theory of brain formation stands,

as he himself candidly confesses,

the

elements, represented by the network of

relational

ganization advances, and

is

dif-

it is

others to be encroached upon by organiza-

thing in a mechanical way, for all necessary mechanical factors
are assumed to begin with.
Where the exact value of these
factors

man.

a

"As

occurred in a higher scale of intelligence,

ferentiations

tion."

mental function
It is, namely,

more neuroglia than

that an ox, for instance, has

this objection

nerve-fibres

as

of such function."

I

want

say

to

how

can keep this level
successful,

which
Garlin Spencer.

success, in the sense in

its

assured.

is

George Jacob Holyoake, Brighton, Eng.
I think The Open Court.

excellently promising

Anna

If

you

so radical a journal can be

its predecessor thus far.
Furthermore, The
has a literary, philosophic aspect. It looks very inviting to the
reader. Your writers will feel called upon to do their best, when they are
presented to the public in such fine style. B. W. Ball.

Each number

is

better than

Open Court

—

In
in the

am

glad to see that you keep the flag of free and advanced thought flying

United Suites.

It will

give

me

pleasure to send you a few articles deal-

ing with certain aspects of some things here.

you first an
London.

article

*

on the new ethical movement

*

in

*

I

London.

purpose sending

\Vm. Clarke,

Better and better. Every student a-id thinker in the United States should
have it. For the first time we have the right thing. I have several subscribers
engaged. When you commenced the change I only looked for another Index.
The Open Court is something wholly different, and while the Index had much
value, this has the advantage of not being anchored to an old purpose anil comparatively local one. We must have a few volumes of Montgomery collected
in systematic shape.
He will leave his work too fragmentary if he dies soon.

Rev. E. P. Powell.

